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 1. Preface 
 
Perhaps the clearest organization principle in sensory systems is the existence of parallel 
channels for transmitting the signals from the periphery to the brain – the so called ON and OFF 
channels. Each of these channels serves its distinct purpose of producing excitatory responses 
that indicate either an increment or a decrement in stimulus intensity. Excitatory ON and OFF 
responses have been found in different sensory domains. The prototypical example is in early 
vision (Schiller et al. 1986; Schiller 1992). In the retina of many species (including human), at 
the level of the bipolar cells, a dual system is formed from a single one, the photoreceptors, 
forming ON and OFF channels. The ON and OFF channels are created not at the level of the 
photoreceptors, which all hyperpolarize to light and have only graded potentials, but at the 
bipolar cell level.  
 
In insect olfaction, a parallel processing ON and OFF system exists in a specific type of olfactory 
sensilla on the cockroach antennae, in which a pair of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) 
segregates food odor input into antagonistic ON and OFF responses to concentration increments 
and decrements. This arrangement suggests that, if the cockroach moves to the food odor source, 
it uses the ON ORNs to detect the presence of food odor and the OFF ORNs in order to detect 
that it gets lost from the odor signal. The parallel ON and OFF ORNs perform the olfactory 
equivalent of temporal contrast enhancement and promote the detection of slight changes in odor 
concentration. It follows that the ON and OFF responses, while optimized to signal fluctuations 
in food odor concentration, will also be able to signal the durations of the odor stimulus and of 
the odorless gap between two odor stimuli by the duration of the discharge of one or the other 
ORN. The direct transduction of the OFF durations into excitatory responses enables the 
detection of temporal concentration patterns without explicate knowledge of the time elapsed 
between two odor pulses. The introduction of food odor ON and OFF ORNs into olfactory 
research may lead to new descriptions and offer new explanations of how information about odor 
stimuli is represented right at the peripheral level in the responses of ORNs.  
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 Objectives of my studies 
 
Olfaction plays a significant role in the life of most animals. It is a long distance sense, which is 
used for foraging and reproductive activities. For some insects, olfactory information is far more 
effective than visual or auditory information in search for foods or mates. Unlike visual or 
auditory stimuli, olfactory stimuli themselves have no directional property. In order to achieve 
spatial olfactory orientation, an insect has therefore to determine the actual or instantaneous odor 
concentration, and the direction and amplitude with which that odor concentration changes. 
Although it is the brain where olfactory stimuli comprised of individual odorants becomes 
information associated with a behavioral response, the ORNs are the sensors that limit what can 
be detected. The scope and accuracy with which odors can be utilized for localizing an odor 
source is determined by the response characteristics of the ORNs.  
 
In the present study I examined the performance of the dual system of ON and OFF ORNs on the 
cockroach antenna to changes in the concentration of fruit odors. That is, when fruit odor 
concentration is raised, the ON ORN increases its discharge rate whereas the OFF ORN 
decreases it. When the fruit odor concentration drops, the discharge rate of OFF ORN that was 
previously reduced then increases whereas the previously excited ON ORN reduces its discharge 
rate. I used the odor of lemon oil to study the resolving power of the antagonistic pair of ORNs 
to discriminate rapid step-like changes in odor concentration. I measured stimulus-response 
functions not only from zero odor concentration but also after adaptation to different background 
odor concentrations. When the fruit odor concentration was changed slowly and continuously up 
and down with smooth transition from one direction to another, it turned out that the ON and 
OFF ORNs not only signal a succession of odor concentrations but also the rate with which odor 
concentration happens to be changing. I examined the impact of fluctuating changes in the 
concentration of the odor of lemon oil. The results show that the rate of concentration change 
acts as a gain control signal for the ON and OFF ORNs that optimizes fidelity for both stimulus 
components – the instantaneous odor concentration and its rate of change.  
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 Motivation 
 
Recently, advances have been made in characterizing the features of the odor signals within a 
turbulent odor plume probably used by animal during orientation (Murlis et al., 1990, 1992; 
Moore & Atema, 1991; Mafra-Neto & Cardé, 1994; Moore et al., 1994; Vickers & Baker, 1994; 
Atema, 1995, 1996; Vickers, 2000; Weissburg, 2000), and, furthermore, in determining the 
ORNs capabilities to extract information about these features from the odor plume (Rumbo & 
Kaissling, 1989; Almaas, et al., 1991; Marion-Poll & Tobin, 1992; Gomez & Atema, 1996; 
Lemon, & Getz, 1997; Christensen & Hildebrand, 1988, 1997; Heinbockel et al., 1999; Lei & 
Hansson, 1999; Vickers et al., 2001). With this knowledge in mind, it became clear that the 
quality of our understanding of the performance of a sensory system is only as rich as the set of 
stimuli that are tested. Sensory physiologist are thus faced with the challenge of generating a set 
of stimuli as rich as possible in a controllable manner. As compared to vision and hearing, where 
computer screens and synthesizers provide great control and flexibility, the study of olfaction has 
suffered from a lack of flexible odor delivery systems. The present experiments on the 
performance of the ON and OFF ORNs required a reliable means of stimulation with a high 
degree of control over odorant concentration. With the dilution flow olfactometer, which was 
available for my experiments, it would be possible to control a continuous odor concentration as 
well as to vary it by changing the relative flow rates of clean and odor-saturated air. In practice, 
however, the timing and adjustments of the flow rates of this dynamic olfactometer had to be 
improved by a feed-back control mechanism and by computerizing it. A key consideration was 
selecting the set of components that work together and the computer language to write the 
software to control the olfactometer and collect data. Therein laid some of the excitement and 
challenge for creating the experiments with the ORNs.  
 
As might be expected, the greater the rate of concentration change, the greater was the 
magnitude of the response, depending of course on the direction and receptor type. Furthermore 
and very important, during slow and continuous changing fruit odor concentration, both the 
instantaneous odor concentration and its rate of change affected the responses of the ON and 
OFF ORNs. When doubling the rate of concentration change while keeping the concentration 
range constant, do the ON and OFF ORNs respond in the same way? Initial experimental 
evidence has shown that the antennal ORNs could effectively adjust the gain of their responses 
to maintain a high sensitivity at varying rates of change. This implies that there exists a gain 
control mechanisms which provides the ORNs great flexibility to function well under varying 
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 experimental conditions. I discovered this aspect of adaptation in the cockroach antennal ORNs 
and performed experiments to analyze how the ORNs control the gain of their responses due to 
the olfactory stimulus.  
 
 
Dynamic olfactometer 
 
Odor stimulation was provided by means of a dynamic dilution flow olfactometer (Prah et al., 
1995). Compressed air was cleaned and divided into two streams (Fig. 1). Their flow rates were 
equalized by matching the rates in mass flow meters. The first air stream was bubbled out 
through hundreds of small holes in polyethylene tubing anchored at the bottom of a 25 l tank 
containing 100 ml of liquid odorant. The second air stream was lead to an empty control tank of 
the same design and remained clean. After passing through two electrical proportional valves 
(Kolvenbach KG, KWS 3/4), the two streams were combined to a single stream. Concentration 
of this stream was modulated by mixing the two air streams in a ratio determined by the 
proportional valves. The flow rate of each air stream was measured at a rate of 1 kHz close 
behind each proportional valve by electronic flow meters. To hold the flow velocity of the mixed 
air stream constant at 1.5 m/s, the control voltages of the proportional valves were phase shifted 
by 180°. The mixed air stream was directed onto the recording site on the antenna about 10 mm 
from the nozzle. A suction tube situated immediately behind the antenna removed the stimulus 
air.  
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Fig. 1: Diagram illustrating the dilution flow olfactometer. Odor concentration is 
determined by bubbling air through the tank containing the liquid odorant (lemon oil) and 
mixing with clean air in proportions regulated by electrical valves. A, amplifier; CED, data 
acquisition interface; electrical valve1/2, electrical proportional valves; FM1/2, flow meters; 
I, indifferent electrode; R, recording or different electrode; FB-controller1/2, feed-back 
controller of proportional valves.  
 
The ratio of odor saturated and fresh air in the total air stream was modulated from nearly 
odorless to odor-saturated air by controlling the voltages to the proportional valves with the aid 
of the output sequencer function of the data acquisition software (Spike2 vers. 3.18, Cambridge 
Electronic Design, using a self-written sequencer script). A feed-back mechanism, which 
integrated the voltages used to control the proportional valve with those received from the flow 
meters, counteracted any deviations of the flow rate set by the output sequencer. For stimulation, 
the mixed air stream was directed towards the antenna via a tube with 7 mm diameter. The 
recording site was situated 10 mm from the outlet of the tube. The air around the antenna was 
continually removed by a suction tube adjusted to a suction speed of 2 m/s.  
 
Stimulus concentration was calculated using the actual flow rate ratio of odor-saturated air to 
clean air and indicated throughout the experiment in real time by the percent of the saturated air 
in the stimulus air stream leading to the preparation. “0 % saturated air” means clean air only and 
indicated that the air stream directed onto the preparation is not contaminated by the odor 
stimulus, and “100 % saturated air” means pure odorized air and indicated that the stimulus air is 
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 not mixed with clean air. In order to reflect the increase in odor concentration, the sign of the 
rate of change is positive, and the decrease in odor concentration is indicated by a negative value.  
 
By controlling the ratio of the flow rates of clean air and odor-saturated air with the electronic 
flow meters, the olfactometer generated and delivered steady concentrations levels. 
Concentration was termed steady when measurable changes did not occur in the course of 60 s. 
Sometimes very low-amplitude, low-frequency fluctuations involving 2% in 400 s (0.005% per 
s) did appear, however. No systematic attempt was made to determine whether such low rates of 
concentration change affect the discharge rate of the ON and OFF ORNs – if they do, the effects 
were not obvious. The ON and OFF ORNs definitely react to rates of concentration change in the 
order of 10%/s (Tichy et al. 2005), but this is 2*103 times faster than 0.005%/s.  
 
Although the olfactometer has been shown to be reliable, the question may arise as to whether 
the decrease in the discharge rate during presentation of steady concentrations is really due to a 
decrease in sensitivity (see for example the ON ORN’s falling discharge during the odor pulse 
shown in Fig. 3Cb, Burgstaller and Tichy, 2011) or rather the result of a decrease in saturation of 
the stimulating air stream. If indeed the decrease in excitation coincides with a decline in odor 
concentration, one would expect that at exposure to an odorless air stream, where odor 
concentration has reached zero, the discharge rates would last without changing. But the present 
study shows that this is not the case; the discharge rate of the OFF ORN decreased even when 
exposed to zero concentration (see Fig. 3Cc, Burgstaller and Tichy, 2011). The OFF ORN’s 
decrease in discharge during zero steady concentration is very similar to that observed in the ON 
ORN during prolonged exposure to high odor concentrations. Thus, the decreasing discharge rate 
did in fact reflect intrinsic properties of the sensory neuron. 
 
 
Odor stimulus 
 
Lemon is an effective stimulus not only for several receptor types (Sass, 1978) but also for 
central neurons (Boeckh, 1974; Selzer, 1984; Zeiner and Tichy, 2000). Also, the odor of lemon 
oil has been thoroughly investigated in food chemistry, providing much information on its 
constituents (Günther, 1968; Shaw, 1979). The temporal resolution of odor pulses has been 
tested with coconut odor on antennal receptor neurons (Lemon and Getz, 1997), and with 
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 hexanol, a single compound of the green leaf odor, on projection neurons (Lemon and Getz, 
1999). Both the receptor neurons and the projection neurons have been shown to follow reliably 
20 Hz odor pulses. As there can be great differences in the quality of odor compounds in natural 
fruits depending upon the region of origin, maturity and storage, synthetic lemon oil (relative 
density = 0.85, Art. 5213.1; Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG; Karlsruhe, Germany) was used as a 
standardized fruit odor stimulus.  
 
 
Experimental animal 
 
In many animals, such as insects, the perception of sex pheromones and food odors is mediated 
by two specialized, sexually dimorphic, olfactory subsystems. The nocturnal cockroach 
Periplaneta americana provides an excellent model for the study of each subsystem, either by 
physiological (Boeckh et al. 1984; Boeckh and Ernst 1987) or behavioral means (Bell 1981, Bell 
and Tobin 1981; Tobin 1981; Seelinger, 1984, 1985; Bell and Kramer, 1979, 1980; Willis and 
Avondet 2005). It has a highly developed olfactory sense and a relatively simple nervous system 
(Ernst et al. 1977; Rospars 1988, Ernst and Boeckh 1983). Combined structural and 
physiological investigations have revealed a fairly complete list of olfactory sensilla, their 
innervation pattern and distribution on the antenna (Altner et al., 1977, 1983; Toh 1977; Schaller 
1978; Fujimura et al., 1991).  
 
 
Classification of the cockroach olfactory sensilla 
 
Schaller (1978) defined and classified the antennal sensilla of cockroaches based on 
physiologically relevant criteria such as wall structures, presence and positions of pores, and the 
number of receptor neurons (Fig. 2). She identified terminal-pore, no-pore and wall-pore sensilla, 
and distinguished three types of single-walled sensilla (type A constitute about 8% of the 
sensillum population, type B about 54% and type C about 6%) and two types of double-walled 
sensilla (type A and B represent about 8% of the sensillum population). These types of wall-pore 
sensilla were then matched with physiological observations by testing a large number of odors 
such as pheromones, fruits, meat, bread and cheese, and also chemically pure substances that are 
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 emitted by these odor sources (i.e., pentanol, hexanol, octanol, alcohol-terpene and butric acid; 
Sass 1972, 1976, 1978; Schaller 1978; Boeckh and Ernst 1987).  
 
 
Fig 2: A SEM. Different types of sensilla on the antenna of an adult male cockroach Periplaneta 
americana. swA, B, C, single walled sensilla of the type A, B or C; dwA, B, double walled sensilla of 
the type A or B; np, no pore sensilla; tp, terminal pore sensilla (unpublished, Burgstaller) 
B Schematic drawings of the various types of sensilla (Schaller 1978) 
B 
A 
 
In contrast to many insect species, where the ORNs for pheromones and food odors are located 
in different morphological types of sensilla, in the cockroach they both occur in the single-walled 
type B sensilla. Furthermore, the non-pheromonal ORNs respond to broadly overlapping spectra 
of natural odors and synthetic compounds. When classified according to the most potent 
stimulatory compound (Sass 1972, 1976, 1978; Boeckh and Ernst 1987), the best-stimulus in one 
type appeared as the second-best or third-best stimulus in another type. This variation in the best 
stimulus from type to type indicates that the respective choice of concentration could yield a 
different classification. Because of the poor selectivity of the response spectra, Sass (1978) 
classified the ORNs by considering three modes of response (no response, weak or strong 
excitatory response) to a selected group of natural food odors (banana, apple, lemon, orange, 
bread, meat and cheese). Lemon produced strong excitatory responses in two classes of ORNs 
and somewhat weaker responses in nine additional classes. The first two lemon classes, however, 
match with the octanol-best and alcohol-terpene-best types (Sass 1976, 1978). Both functional 
types have been assigned as single-walled type B sensilla, which represent about 54% of the 
sensillum population. Since the pheromone ORNs were also found in this sensillum type, it may 
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 be that less than half of them (27%) respond to lemon odor. This is equivalent to four times the 
numbers of the single-walled type C sensilla (6%) which house the ON and OFF ORNs. It 
should be noted that the designation ON and OFF ORNs refers to their opposite responses to 
changes in the concentration of the lemon odor. Although not quantified, the same opposite 
responses were obtained to odors of lemon, orange, apple and banana. The odors emitted from 
baked bread had a weak effect, whereas meat and cheese elicited no response (Hinterwirth et al. 
2004; Tichy et al. 2005).  
 
The number of the ON-OFF sensilla is relatively small compared to the sex-pheromone sensilla. 
As it was pointed out, the sensilla containing ON ORNs that produce strong excitatory responses 
to lemon odor comprise about 27% of the sensillum population. This means that the small 
number of parallel ON and OFF ORNs has the special function of performing the olfactory 
equivalent of temporal contrast enhancement and promoting the detection of slight changes in 
odor concentration rather than being involved in the identification of odor quality. Note that 
numerical studies of the sensory equipment of the cockroach revealed that the thermoreceptive 
sensilla represent 0.6% of the antennal sensillum population and the hygroreceptive sensilla not 
more than 0.1%. (Altner et al. 1983). Behavioral studies in a temperature-humidity organ have 
shown, however, that the cockroach responds to slight differences in temperature and humidity 
(Coenen-Stass 1976), suggesting that an appropriate behavior does not depend on the number of 
receptor neurons developed but how the output of these receptor neurons is processed. Even 
where little is known of the networks underlying behavior it is important to know exactly what 
information is contained in discharge rates of the early sensory systems. 
 
 
Response evaluation 
 
Often it is not clear what neuronal code is used for a particular stimulus parameter, but the code 
for stimulus intensity is, in all likelihood, the least problematic one. It is generally thought to be 
a “rate” or “frequency” code, the intensity being represented in the mean firing rate of the 
receptor neurons involved, taken over a certain time interval. In order to express the opposite 
responses of the ON and OFF ORNs on the same time scale we determined impulse frequency 
(imp/s) by impulse counts for fixed periods of 1 s. In a previous study it was shown that impulse 
frequency not only of the ON ORN to a given concentration increment but also of the OFF ORN 
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 to a given concentration decrement tended to rise numerically as progressively shorter periods of 
the spike trains are used to determine impulse frequency due to emphasizing peak frequency 
values (Tichy et al. 2005). Short periods, however, decrease averaging time and increase impulse 
interval scatter. It became apparent that the higher sensitivity of peak frequency values is 
cancelled out by a higher degree of scatter. The 1-s period was chosen as a representative 
parameter for response evaluation because the number of action potentials that they include 
appeared large enough to compensate for the effect of interval-to-interval scatter. Moreover, the 
chief concern here was not to compare the efficiency of different substances at a specific 
concentration but to compare the responses of two types of ORNs to a particular concentration. 
 
Probably the most important characteristics of a receptor neuron are the differential sensitivity 
and resolving power. Using the definition of differential sensitivity (gain) as the ratio of input to 
output or the mean change in frequency per unit change in stimulus magnitude, it can readily be 
obtained from the slopes of the regression lines that approximate the relation between stimulus 
intensity and response. But for discrimination differential sensitivity is not enough. For the slope 
and height of a regression provide hardly a cue on the expanse of the cloud of points surrounding 
it. What can be expected of a discharge confronted with particular stimuli? Once individual 
responses become sufficiently different, the central nervous system can interpret them as 
showing a difference in stimulus intensity. How different must a pair of responses be if the larger 
of the two single responses is to accompany the larger of the two stimuli? The resolving power 
may be determined by the maximum number of discrete steps impulse frequency is capable to 
distinguish within a stimulus range. To estimate the step number of a receptor neuron, above and 
below the frequency vs. stimulus curve another curve can be plotted which encloses the 
deviation of the responses throughout the range. Such a band reflects the degree of scatter. The 
stimulus steps can be drawn within the space enclosed by the deviations. Step width reflects 
resolving power. 
 
Here resolving power was derived directly from the experimental data. Attention was focused on 
a single pair of responses of a single neuron. How many percent must two stimuli differ for it to 
be able for a single neuron at average differential sensitivity to identify the larger of them with a 
given high degree of probability, e.g. 90%? The two stimuli can be a pair of steady concentration 
values or a pair of concentration changes. A full mathematical development of the concepts 
underlying the resolving power (∆x) was presented by Loftus and Corbière-Tichané (1981). This 
method can be applied if the following conditions are met: (i) the deviations of the individual 
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 points from their regression must be normally distributed about a mean of zero, and (ii) the 
absolute deviations (sign ignored) must not depend on the slope. The absolute deviations of 
single points from their regressions did not depend on the slopes of the regressions. However, 
their distribution was not normal (x²-test). Though bell-shaped, the flanks of the distribution 
curve were too steep; the points tended to be located too centrally. This type of distribution will, 
if anything, underestimate the resolving power. The normal distribution model was accepted for 
the lack of a better model. 
 
Resolving power was also determined by using power functions or exponential functions to 
approximate gain. Since these curves yielded the same resolving power as parabolas, these 
procedures are not dealt with. The regression used to approximate the stimulus-response function 
is calculated, its slope value (b) and the deviations (ε) of each individual point from the 
regression are determined. The relative deviation of the ordinate values of each point from the 
regression is measured and the density function for the distribution of the ordinate values around 
the mean response ± its standard deviation σ is plotted. Connecting the standard deviations 
above and below the means yields a band which contains about 70% of the points, a percentage 
verified by actual count. Such a band reflects the preponderance of small deviations which 
indicates an ability to distinguish small stimulus intensities with high probability. The error 
introduced by too large a value of variance will result into too conservative estimate of the 
resolving power.  
 
 
2. Effect of background concentration – double dependence of the ON 
and OFF responses 
 
The ON and OFF ORNs have evolved to optimize information about increments and decrements 
in fruit odor by providing excitatory signals for both. There are no quantitative data regarding the 
spatial and temporal distribution of odors emitted by ripe citrus fruits. Most likely they give off 
volatiles continuously at high values of concentration. In kitchens or store rooms, where food 
odors are constantly present in the air, a sharp increase in the concentration will be perceived as 
the food odor stimulus. When that concentration is maintained for a time, it will become the 
background concentration against which a change in concentration must be detected and 
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 quantified. The response properties of the ON and OFF ORNs can be seen as the balance 
between the background-induced reductions of sensitivity to superimposed concentration 
changes: while the ON ORN’s sensitivity to concentration increments will decrease with 
increasing background concentrations, the OFF ORN’s sensitivity to concentration decrements 
will increase with decreasing background concentrations. Here I investigated the effects of stable 
background concentrations of lemon oil odor on the responses of the ON and OFF ORNs to a 
rapid change to different higher and lower concentration levels of lemon oil, respectively. Not 
only was the level of the background concentration found to influence the sensitivity of the ON 
and OFF ORNs, both types also displayed tonic responses to the continuously present 
background concentration. I determined the resolving power of both types of ORNs; that is, the 
precision with which the dynamic response of the ORNs can discriminate changes in odor 
concentration and how accurately the tonic response permits discrimination of odor 
concentration levels.  
 
The response of the ON and OFF ORNs is affected by changes in odor concentration, depending 
of course on the direction of concentration change and neuron type. The response of both types 
does not only rise with increasing size of concentration change. It also rises as the initial 
concentration is lowered and the concentration change is the same. Thus the ON and OFF ORNs 
display a double dependence on two independent variables, the size of concentration change and 
the level from which the change is initiated. The regressions planes utilized to determine this 
double dependence make clear the two properties that characterize ON and OFF ORNs: (1) the 
relation between concentration change and impulse frequency is positive for the ON ORN and 
negative for the OFF ORN, i.e., an increase in the concentration jump leads to a frequency 
increase in the ON ORN and increase in the concentration drops to a frequency increase in the 
OFF ORN (the negative sign reflects the downward direction of concentration changes yielding a 
rise in frequency and specifies the OFF ORN); (2) the effect of initial odor concentration and the 
responses to concentration changes is negative for both the ON ORN and the OFF ORN, i.e., a 
decrease in initial odor concentration leads to a frequency increase to given changes in odor 
concentration in both types of ORNs.  
 
In their response to rapid changes in odor concentration, the OFF ORN has higher differential 
sensitivity than the ON ORN. Furthermore, the OFF ORN’s reliability in signaling concentration 
changes is twice that of the ON ORN; that is, the OFF ORN can discriminate concentration 
drops better than the ON ORN concentration jumps. If a rapid decrease in odor concentration is a 
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 more crucial source of information for the cockroach orienting in an odor plume than a rapid 
increase in odor concentration, the two antagonistic olfactory receptors would be well matched 
to one another, since they give more accurate information about falling than about rising odor 
concentration.  
 
Impulse frequency of the ON and OFF ORN depends on two parameters of the odor stimulus, 
the change in odor concentration and the level of the initial odor concentration. Individual 
responses are therefore ambiguous, not with regard to the direction of the change but with regard 
to its extent. This situation does not imply that ON and OFF ORNs are not capable of providing 
the central nervous system with useful information on both parameters. The reason is that the 
discharge frequencies are linearly related to each parameter, i.e., frequency as a function of 
either parameter does not pass through a maximum. The frequency of the ON ORN is high when 
the concentration jump is large, but for a given jump, frequency tends to be higher still when the 
initial concentration is also low. Conversely, frequency of the OFF ORN is high when the 
concentration drop is large, but for a given drop, frequency tends to be higher still when the 
initial concentration is also low. Thus, the effect of concentration changes on the responses of 
both ORN types is reinforced by falling levels of initial concentration.  
 
Separate ON and OFF ORNs for receiving odor stimuli provide a means to transmit both 
increments and decrements in odor concentration into excitatory neural responses, thus 
overcoming limitations imposed of coding concentration decrements by a decrease from a 
maintained neural discharge. Since concentration increments and decrements do not occur 
physically at the same time in the same place, the polarity of the responses to changes in odor 
concentration bears a striking resemblance to complementary pairs of electronic amplifiers. By 
using a “push-pull” arrangement each amplifies the opposite halves of the input signal, which are 
than recombined at the output. This arrangement gives excellent efficiency. Effective transfer for 
either sign of concentration change is necessary because of the high premium that exists on the 
speed of olfactory processing.  
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 3. Oscillating changes in odor concentration – double dependence of 
the ON and OFF responses 
 
During slow and continuous changes in odor concentration, the ON and OFF ORNs displayed a 
double dependence on instantaneous odor concentrate (stimulus intensity) and the rate with 
which the concentration changes (stimulus velocity). The ON and OFF ORNs are by no means 
the only sense organs in which the response is found to contain first order differential stimulus 
component. Muscle spindles for example react not only to the extent of stretching but to its 
velocity as well (Mathews 1931) this was the very first electrophysiological study of a receptor 
neuron and even this pioneering investigation demonstrated the double dependence of the 
response). Sensitivity for the first derivative of the stimulus (the rate of change) has been 
documented in all sensory systems that have been studied systematically in this respect. They all 
manifest a phase shift of the response over the stimulus during sinusoidal changes in stimulus 
intensity. Direct measurements of the rate of odor concentration during transients are difficult; 
instantaneous values during odor pulses are much more problematic to determine. Therefore, not 
any study that employed odor pulses has measured the rate of concentration change and 
considered to be a component of the stimulus. Certainly, the rate of concentration change as 
provided by an odor pulse affects the magnitude of the response. Instead of odor puffs, we tested 
oscillating changes in odor concentration and determined the rate of concentration change. The 
sensitivity of the ORNs to the rate of concentration change is reflected in the phase shift of the 
discharge rates and illustrated in the 3-D plots. The double dependence reflects the usefulness of 
the ON and OFF ORNs during orientation within an odor plume: the effect of concentration is 
reinforced by its rate of change. At each concentration, the discharge rates are different when 
odor concentration is changing. High impulse frequencies of the ON ORN signal high odor 
concentration, and frequency is higher still at a given concentration when concentration is also 
rising. Correspondingly, high impulse frequencies of the OFF ORN signal low odor 
concentration, and frequency is higher still at a given concentration when concentration is also 
falling. Probably, the ON and OFF ORNs evolved with temporal properties tuned to signal slow 
changes in odor concentration and that the tuned properties of the ORNs reflect, on the other 
hand, the constraints imposed by the prevailing natural stimulus conditions and the demands for 
specific information most useful for the cockroach’s behavioral tasks. In a true sense the ORNs 
determine by their temporal tuning properties what is signal and what is noise. The same 
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 environmental signal distribution can therefore yield different information as a result of tuning. 
This applies to different species as well as to different ORNs of the same species.  
 
The locomotor tactics of flying or walking animals can affect the perceive structure of an odor 
plume. Since the animal must move in order to locate the odor source, it must be active scanning 
for odor information (Vickers 2002; Weissburg and Dusenbery 2002; Mead et al. 2003; Keller 
and Weissburg 2004; Willis and Avondet 2005). Therefore, the animal  must be using 
instantaneous observations of the odor plume to make tracking decisions. In other words, they 
must sample continuously odor information. Therefore each fluctuation was regarded as separate 
stimulus and its effect on the discharge rates of the ON and OFF ORNs was analyzed separately. 
This approach is identical to that used to study the effect of trains of odor puffs, in which each 
single odor puff (even the brief 50 to 100 ms puffs) is considered as stimulus and also analyzed 
separately. Here I employed oscillations in odor concentration with periods between 3 to 360 s 
and evaluated the effects on the ORNs by calculating 3-D plots.  
 
 
Gain control 
 
Gain control is generally defined as a change in the slope of a neuron’s input-output function to 
some aspects of the current stimulus after a change in other aspects of the current stimulus. Gain 
control adjusts sensitivity to multiple aspect of the sensory input making the system better suited 
to cope with the present environment. The signals controlling gain must be derived from the 
receptor neuron itself, which poses an inherent limit to the accuracy with which gain can be 
controlled. Much of the excitement about gain control comes from vision and has been spurred 
by experimental studies and theoretical consideration of the retina. The best appreciated gain 
control is the adjustment of sensitivity for the light intensity (luminance), although the visual 
system also controls sensitivity for the spatial and temporal contrast. Because changes in the 
natural world happen on many timescales, we might expect gain control to exhibit a similar 
diversity of time scales. Indeed, gain control of luminance and temporal contrast in the retina 
occur on timescales ranging from a fraction of a second to many seconds or minutes. It is unclear 
how these processes together control the retina output. Here I show that gain control occurs at 
the peripheral level of ORNs and balances the simultaneous sensitivity for one stimulus 
component at the expense of the other stimulus component. This is important for the function of 
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 the ORNs, the capability to match their effective signal range to the current stimulus situation 
and for their use during orientation to a food odor source.  
 
As in most studies of the mechanisms underlying odor guided behaviors, odor stimuli were 
presented in the form of brief pulses, much of the current thought on temporal capabilities of 
ORNs focus on the importance of resolving trains of pulsed odor stimuli. Lemon and Getz 
(1997) reported that some ORNs on the cockroach’s antenna are able to resolve 50-ms odor 
pulses of coconut oil up to rates of 20 Hz. By testing the effect of rapid, pulse-like changes in the 
concentration of lemon oil odor it was shown that the gain of the ON and OFF ORNs to odor 
pulses is considerable lower than one would expect if the gain to the rate of concentration change 
were constant throughout the range of rate of changes (Tichy et al. 2005; Burgstaller and Tichy 
2011). During rapid, pulse-like changes the transition time was 100 ms; within this period 
concentration changed from 0 to 100% or from 100% back to 0%. During the first 100 ms of the 
concentration step, a 100% concentration step would therefore result in an average rate of change 
of 1000%⁄s. If gain of the ON ORN to the rate of change measured during a ramp-like increase in 
odor concentration (1.12 imp⁄s ⁄ %⁄s) persisted over a 100% step, in which the rate attains values 
of 1000% ⁄ s, frequencies of 1120 imp⁄s should develop. Similarly high values would be obtained 
for the fruit odor OFF ORN. At a gain for the rate decrease of (1.84 imp⁄s ⁄ %⁄s), a 100% step 
should elicit 1840 imp⁄s. However, I observed less than 10% of what the sensitivity to ramp-like 
changes in odor concentration demands. The gain of the fruit odor ON and OFF ORNs for the 
rate of concentration change therefore becomes greater when the rate is kept low (Tichy et al. 
2005). These results prompted the present experiments with slowly fluctuating changes in odor 
concentration.  
 
I studied the impact of fluctuating changes in the concentration of the odor of lemon oil as a gain 
control signal for the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs. Gain control alleviates the problem of 
both encoding the full concentration range and detecting the rate of concentration change. I 
tested oscillating concentration changes because odor concentration and the rate of change vary 
differently with the oscillation period. This enabled analyzing the effect of different rates of 
change at the same instantaneous concentration values and the effect of the same rate of change 
at different instantaneous concentrations. The data demonstrate that the ORNs antagonistically 
optimize the performance for both stimulus components: a high gain for instantaneous 
concentration is linked with a low gain for the rate of change, and a high gain for the rate of 
change is linked with a low gain for instantaneous concentration.  
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In the olfactory system, many different aspects of gain control have been found in the olfactory 
bulb and its insect analogue, the antennal lobe (Laurent 2002; Kay and Stopfer 2006; Wilson and 
Mainen 2006; Su et al. 2009; Wilson 2008, 2011). The massive anatomical convergence of 
numerous olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) onto a much smaller number of second-order 
projection neurons (PNs) in the olfactory glomeruli is an important process in the integration and 
amplification of weak signals. Nevertheless, the total output of the glomeruli, integrated across 
PNs and time, does not change significantly over a 1000-fold increase in odor concentration 
(Stopfer et al. 2003; Su et al. 2009). It has been shown that signal transmission at the first 
synapse of the olfactory pathway is modulated by a gain control mechanism via lateral inhibition 
at olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) terminals (McGann et al. 2005; Bandawat et al. 2007; Root 
et al. 2008; Masse et al. 2009; Olsen et al. 2010; Wilson 2011). Gain control decreases 
sensitivity for strong total ORN input to avoid saturation, and increases sensitivity for weak 
ORN input, presumably to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. At this level of signal transmission, 
gain control may also sharpen odor representation by the spatial maps of glomerular activity 
(McGann et al. 2005; Kim and Wang 2009). Furthermore, in the mouse olfactory lobe 
presynaptic inhibition at ORN terminals produces gain control which modulates input sensitivity 
to the olfactory lobe in the absence of any odorant but depending on the behavioral state of the 
animal (Katz et al. 2008; Pirez and Wachowiak, 2008).  
 
Obviously, there are two kinds of adaptive gain control at the first synapse of the olfactory 
pathway. One does not require the recognition of the meaning of the signal and may occur 
independently from the higher part of the brain, the other requires a degree of recognition to 
precede the act of gain control. While the former can be defined in terms of the input itself, the 
later is governed by factors not contained directly in the signal that is processed. Even though 
both types of gain control may lead to a continuous shift of the signal strength, odor 
concentration coding is not affected, because the change in the concentration of the odor 
stimulus remains available in the first derivative of the odor response; i.e. the steepness of the 
response function. Odor concentration information is much more affected by adaptation of the 
ORNs at the periphery, a phenomenon known from all sensory systems.  
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 4. Conclusions 
 
The studies presented here have shown that the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs are not a 
symmetrically responding set of receptor neurons, revealing a fundamental nonlinearity in the 
detection of changes in odor concentrations. This observation is based on the impulse 
frequencies attained and on the response functions of each type. The OFF ORN produces 
stronger responses, sign ignored, to steady odor concentration and to a given change in odor 
concentration and the differential sensitivity is greater and the resolving power better. Significant 
functional asymmetries in opposite responding pairs of sensory cells have been described for the 
hygroreceptive moist and dry cells and for the thermoreceptive warm and cold cells. The more 
sensitive receptors mediate the negative rather than the positive signal (Tichy 1987; Gingl et al 
2005). It follows that a larger increment than decrement in stimulus level is required to produce a 
given change in response level or even to be detected. As is well known, the vertebrate visual 
system is more sensitive to decrements in light than to light increments (Chichilnisky and 
Kalmar 2002). The functional asymmetry, however, arises within the dual ON and OFF 
pathways in the retinal circuitry.  
 
The discharge rates of both ORNs are not only affected by the actual concentration at particular 
instants in time (instantaneous concentration) but also by the rate at which concentration changes. 
The impulse frequency of the fruit odor ON ORN is high when odor concentration is high, but 
higher still when odor concentration is also rising. Conversely, the impulse frequency of the fruit 
odor OFF ORN is high when odor concentration is low and higher still when odor concentration 
is also falling. Thus, the effect of odor concentration on the responses of both ORNs is 
reinforced by the rate of change. Sensitivity to the rate of concentration change becomes greater 
when the rate is low. Because of the high sensitivity to low rates of change, the ORNs are 
optimized to detect fluctuations in fruit odor concentration. Whereas the ON ORN signals the 
arrival and presence of fruit odor, the OFF ORN detects its termination and absence. The ON 
and OFF ORNs provide excitatory responses for both increase and decrease in fruit odor 
concentration and may therefore reinforce contrast information. It is the change in the 
concentration of the odor of lemon oil and the moving of the change in odor concentration over 
the antenna that alternately excite both ORNs. It follows that the ON and OFF ORNs might be 
able to enhance the temporal contrast of the fruit odor stimulus in order to maximize the steady 
flow of olfactory information to the brain.  
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A striking property of the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs is their sensitivity for a wide range of 
concentration rates. In the present study I have shown that adaptation mechanisms adjust 
sensitivity depending on the ongoing rate of concentration change, a process known as gain 
control. Generally, gain control reduces response sensitivity as the stimuli become stronger and 
increases it as they become weaker. Thus, in both types of ORNs a high gain for instantaneous 
concentration is linked to a low gain for the rate of change, and conversely, a high gain for the 
rate of change is linked to a low gain for instantaneous concentration. When odor concentration 
oscillates rapidly with brief periods, adaptation improves gain for instantaneous odor 
concentration and reduces gain for the rate of concentration change. Conversely, when odor 
concentration oscillates slowly with long periods, adaptation increases gain for the rate of change 
at the expense of instantaneous concentration. Gain control, however, is not equivalent to the 
enhancement or suppression of the neuronal response by pure excitation and inhibition. 
Increased excitation shifts the discharge-rate curve to the left and increased inhibition shifts it to 
the right. Gain control, on the other hand, is a change in the slope of the input-output function 
which is distinct from additive or subtractive shifts (Torre et al. 1995; Chance et al. 2002; Pestilli 
et al. 2007; Wark et al. 2007).  
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First published December 15, 2010; doi:10.1152/jn.00785.2010. The ON
and OFF olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) on the antenna of the
American cockroach respond to the same changes in the concentration
of the odor of lemon oil, but in the opposite direction. The same jump
in concentration raises impulse frequency in the ON and lowers it in
the OFF ORN and, conversely, the same concentration drop raises
impulse frequency in the OFF and lowers it in the ON ORN. When the
new concentration level is maintained, it becomes a background
concentration and affects the responses of the ON and OFF ORNs to
superimposed changes. Raising the background concentration de-
creases both the ON-ORN’s response to concentration jumps and the
OFF-ORN’s response to concentration drops. In addition, the slopes
of the functions approximating the relationship of impulse frequency
to concentration changes become flatter for both types of ORNs as the
background concentration rises. The progressively compressed scal-
ing optimizes the detection of concentration changes in the low
concentration range. The loss of information caused by the lower
differential sensitivity in the high concentration range is partially
compensated by the higher discharge rates of the OFF ORNs. The
functional asymmetry of the ON and OFF ORNs, which reflects
nonlinearity in the detection of changes in the concentration of the
lemon oil odor, improves information transfer for decrements in the
high concentration range.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) in insect antennal sen-
silla exhibit characteristic levels of spontaneous activity and
odors can cause either an increase (excite) or a decrease
(inhibit) of their action potential firing frequency (Ache and
Young 2005; Hallem et al. 2004; Madrid et al. 2001; Naka-
gawa and Vosshall 2009). A spontaneous discharge is thus the
“null” condition and any change in the flux of the action
potential—whether positive or negative—can signify some
relevant parameter of the odor stimulus. The lower the impulse
frequency, the longer it takes to convey information. If the odor
concentration shifts so rapidly that its direction of change can
vary during the period needed for an inhibited ORN to transmit
the extent or speed of the concentration change, this ORN will
not be able to keep up. The response will be interrupted and
therefore less accurate.
In many sensory systems there are complementary and
reciprocal sets of neurons that form symmetrically opposing
pairs. Accordingly, in vision, blackness turns one set of retinal
ganglion cells on and stops another set; illumination excites
those retinal ganglion cells that were inhibited by darkness, but
inhibits those that were excited by a black stimulus (Schiller
1992; Schiller et al. 1986). The ON and OFF dichotomy does
not exist in the photoreceptor cells themselves, but originates at
the bipolar cell level of the retina.
In the olfactory system of the cockroach, ON and OFF
responses were demonstrated directly at the level of the anten-
nal ORNs. A specific hairlike sensillum houses two types of
ORNs that are activated by the same change in the concentra-
tion of the odor of lemon oil, but in the opposite direction
(Hinterwirth et al. 2004; Tichy et al. 2005). The rate of
discharge of one type, the ON ORN, is increased by raising
odor concentration and decreased by reducing it. The discharge
rate of the second type, the OFF ORN, is increased by reducing
odor concentration and decreased by raising it. Since during
both increments and decrements in odor concentration the
frequency of one of the two ORNs is always high, information
can be supplied on and during both directions of change by one
or the other ORN.
The separation of olfactory information into parallel ON and
OFF ORNs enhances the contrast between two neighboring
regions of different odor concentration by signaling “higher
concentration than background” and “lower concentration than
background.” This arrangement suggests that it is as important
for the foraging cockroach to detect jumps in the concentration
of the odor of lemon oil within environmental volatiles that
contain a low concentration of the lemon oil odor as it is to
notice concentration drops of the same odor against a high
background lemon oil odor concentration. There are no quan-
titative data regarding the spatial and temporal distribution of
odors emitted by ripe citrus fruits. Most likely they continu-
ously give off volatiles at high concentrations. In kitchens or
storerooms, where odors are constantly present in the air, a
sharp increase in fruit odor concentration will be perceived as
an odor stimulus. When that concentration is maintained for a
time, it will become a background concentration against which
a change must be detected and quantified. Continuous exposure
to background values can reduce or even eliminate the respon-
siveness to superimposed changes of the same odor stimulus,
acting mainly through the process of self-adaptation (Dolzer et
al. 2003; Schröder and Hilker 2008).
The present study examines the effect of background con-
centrations of lemon oil on the response of the ON and OFF
ORNs to jumps and drops in that odor. We determined the
resolving power of ON and OFF ORNs, that is, the precision
with which an ORN can discriminate concentration changes.
We analyzed the influence of the background concentration on
the resolving power for such concentration changes. We fur-
ther determined that both ORNs discharge continuously
during the background odor. To clarify whether the contin-
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uous discharge is spontaneous or even a tonic response to
the background, we described for both types of ORNs the
relationship between the discharge rate and the background
concentration and we determined how accurately the con-
tinuous discharge permits discrimination of background
levels. We show that the ON and OFF ORNs are not a
symmetric system with equal and opposite responses, revealing
nonlinearity in the detection of the lemon oil odor.
M E T H O D S
Experimental animal and odor stimulus
The nocturnal cockroach Periplaneta americana has a highly de-
veloped olfactory sense. Combined structural and physiological in-
vestigations have revealed a fairly complete list of olfactory sensilla,
their innervation pattern, and their distribution on the antenna (Altner
et al. 1977, 1983; Fujimura et al. 1991; Schaller 1978; Toh 1977).
Lemon is an effective stimulus not only for ORNs (Sass 1978) but
also for antennal lobe neurons (Boeckh 1974; Selzer 1981, 1984;
Zeiner and Tichy 2000). Since the quality of odor compounds in
natural fruits can differ greatly depending on the region of origin,
maturity, and storage, we used synthetic lemon oil (Roth, D  0.85,
Art. 5213.1; Hinterwirth et al. 2004; Tichy et al. 2005; Zeiner and
Tichy 2000) as a standardized fruit odor stimulus.
Preparation
A male adult American cockroach was anesthetized with CO2
before it was strapped to a Plexiglas holder with Parafilm. For the
extracellular recordings from individual sensilla, one antenna was
kept in a forward position by cementing it onto a ledge that extended
from the holder, using small strips of gaffer tape and dental cement
(Harvard Cement; Harvard Dental-Gesellschaft, Berlin). The thus
immobilized but live cockroach was then placed in the experimental
setup, so that the odor-delivery nozzle ended about 10 mm from the
recording site on the antenna.
Olfactometer
Odor stimulation was provided by using a dilution flow olfactom-
eter (Hinterwirth et al. 2004; Prah et al. 1995; Tichy et al. 2005).
Compressed air was cleaned and divided into two streams. The first air
stream was bubbled out through numerous small holes in polyethylene
tubing anchored at the bottom of a 25-L tank containing 100 ml of the
liquid odor of lemon oil. The second air stream was led through an
empty control tank of the same design and remained clean. After
emerging from the tank, each air stream passed through an electrical
proportional valve (Kolvenbach KG, KWS 3/4) and an air flow
sensor (AWM 3000; Honeywell). The two streams were then
united (see Fig. 1). The odor concentration of this stream was
modulated by mixing the odor-saturated and the clean air streams
in a ratio determined by the proportional valves by means of the
output sequencer function of the data acquisition software (Spike2,
v. 3.18; Cambridge Electronic Design [CED], Cambridge, UK),
using a self-written sequencer script. The flow rate of the mixed air
stream was held constant by shifting the phase of the control voltages
(A-D converter, 1401plus; CED) of the proportional valves by 180°.
A feedback linearization, which integrated the voltages used to control
the proportional valve with those received from the flow meters,
counteracted any deviations of the flow rate set by the output se-
quencer. The mixed air stream emerged at 1.5 ms1 from a 7-mm-
diameter nozzle. Air stream velocity was measured by a hot wire
anemometer. The recording site was situated 10 mm from the outlet of
the tube. The air around the antenna was continually removed by a
suction tube adjusted to a suction speed of 2 ms1.
Stimulus concentration was calculated using the flow rate ratio of
odor-saturated air to clean air and indicated throughout by the per-
centage of the saturated air in the stimulus air stream leading to the
cockroach: “0% saturated air” means clean air only and indicates that
the air stream directed onto the cockroach does not contain the odor
stimulus and “100% saturated air” means pure odorized air and
indicates that the stimulus air is not mixed with clean air. By
controlling the ratio of the flow rates of clean air and odor-saturated
air with electronic flow meters, the olfactometer generated and deliv-
ered the same set of steady concentrations throughout the study.
Concentration was termed “steady” when measurable concentra-
tion changes as indicated by the flow rate did not occur in the
course of 60 s. Sometimes very low amplitude, low-frequency
fluctuations involving 2% in 400 s (0.005%/s) did appear, however.
No systematic attempt was made to determine whether such low
rates of concentration change affect the discharge rate of the ON
and OFF ORNs; if they do, the effects were not obvious. The ON and
OFF ORNs definitely react to rates of concentration change in the
order of 10%/s (Tichy et al. 2005), but this is 2 103 times faster than
0.005%/s. For rapid concentration changes, the difference between the
background concentration and the stimulus concentration was used to
indicate stimulus magnitude. A positive value (conc) reflects the
upward direction of the concentration change, a negative value the
downward direction (conc).
R
I
CONTROL
TANK
ODOR
TANK
FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the dilution
flow olfactometer. Odor concentration is de-
termined by bubbling air through the tank
containing the liquid odorant (lemon oil) and
mixing with clean air in proportions regu-
lated by electrical valves. A, amplifier; CED
(Cambridge Electronic Design) data acqui-
sition interface; electrical valve1/2, electrical
proportional valves; FM1/2, flow meters; I,
indifferent electrode; R, recording or differ-
ent electrode; FB-controller1/2, feedback
controller of proportional valves.
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Recordings
Electrodes were electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires. The
reference electrode was placed in the tip of the antenna; the recording
electrode was inserted into the base of the sensillum. All recordings
were taken from swC sensilla, which are single-walled basiconic
sensilla (Altner et al. 1983; Hinterwirth et al. 2004; Schaller 1978;
Tichy et al. 2005). Impulses were amplified and filtered (0.1–3 kHz),
passed through a 1401plus A-D converter (CED), and fed into a PC.
The digitized action potentials and the voltage output of the electronic
flow meters were displayed on-line on a monitor, stored on a hard
disk, and analyzed off-line using Spike2 software. Spike waveform
parameters were extracted and sampled to form templates. Detected
spikes were offered to the template-matching system to create or
modify the templates. Each spike was compared against the templates
and each time a template was confirmed it was added to the template
by overdrawing (Fig. 3C). Adding a spike to a template may change
the shape and width of the template outlines. Thus the template
boundaries displayed homogeneity of classification and informed
about temporal peculiarities of the spike trains, such as a gradual
change from one class to the other, resulting in erroneous counts in
each class.
Response evaluation
Often it is unclear what neuronal code is used for a particular
stimulus parameter, but the code for stimulus intensity is, in all
likelihood, the least doubtful one. It is generally thought to be a “rate”
or “frequency” code, the intensity being represented in the mean firing
rate of the receptor neurons involved over time. To express the
opposite responses of the ON and OFF ORNs on the same timescale,
we determined impulse frequency (impulses/s) by impulse counts for
fixed periods of 1 s. A previous study has shown that the ON and OFF
responses to a given jump or drop in odor concentration, respectively,
tended to rise numerically as progressively shorter periods of the spike
trains are used to determine impulse frequency by emphasizing peak
frequency values (Tichy et al. 2005). Short periods, however, decrease
averaging time and increase impulse interval scatter. It became ap-
parent that the higher discharge rates of the peak frequency values are
cancelled out by a higher degree of scatter. The 1-s period was chosen
as a representative parameter for response evaluation because the
number of action potentials that they include appeared large enough to
compensate for the effect of interval-to-interval scatter. Moreover, the
chief concern here was not to compare the stimulating effect of
different substances at a specific concentration but to compare the
responses of two types of ORNs to a particular concentration.
Probably the most important characteristics of a receptor neuron are
the differential sensitivity and resolving power. We define differential
sensitivity as the ratio of output to input or the mean change in
frequency per unit change in stimulus magnitude. This quantity is
given by the slope of the curve that approximates the relation between
stimulus intensity and response (Fig. 2A, solid line). From the differ-
ential sensitivity and the scatter of individual responses, the resolving
power of a receptor neuron can be determined by the maximum
number of discrete steps that the impulse frequency can distinguish
within a stimulus range. To estimate the step numbers of a receptor
neuron above and below the frequency versus stimulus curves, an-
other curve can be plotted that encloses the deviation of the responses
throughout the range (Fig. 2A). Such a band reflects the degree of
scatter. The stimulus steps can be drawn within the space enclosed by
the deviations. Step width (x) reflects resolving power.
Here, resolving power was derived directly from the experimental
data. Attention was focused on a single ORN at average differential
sensitivity and a single pair of responses, one to each of two stimuli.
For the larger response to be associated with the larger stimulus with
a specific high degree of probability (e.g., 90%), how different must
the stimuli be? The two stimuli can be a pair of constant-concentration
values or a pair of concentration changes. A full mathematical
development of the concepts underlying the resolving power (x) was
presented by Loftus and Corbière-Tichané (1981). The equation is
x
2
b
1y
in which |b| is the mean absolute slope of the stimulus–response
functions. Because the slope of a parabola varies continuously along
the curve and the parabolas approximating these functions were not
the same for all ORNs, |b| was obtained by taking the mean of the
individual slopes (i.e., first differential) corresponding to the stimulus
actually presented. 2 is the variance of the individual deviations of
points about their respective regressions,  is the required probability
(90%), and ()1 is the inverse of the distribution function of a
standardized, normally distributed, random variable. (0.9)1  1.28
(see tables in Diem and Lentner 1968). In the case of a linear
regression, 2 is estimated by
2 
 2
n 2I
and for a parabola by
2 
 2
n 3I
where  is the deviation of each individual point from its curve, I is
the number of curves, and n is the number of measurements. n is
reduced by the number of degrees of freedom, which is 2I because two
estimates are necessary to determine each straight line (a and b; y 
a  bx). Since the resolving power is calculated from parabolas, n is
reduced by 3I, corresponding to the three estimators for each parabola
(a, b, and c; y  a  bx  cx2).
This method can be applied if the following conditions are met:
1) the deviations of the individual points from their curves must be
F 
[im
p/
s]
stimulus intensity
A
stimulus intensity
F 
[im
p/
s]
B
68%
FIG. 2. A and B: illustration of the concepts underlying resolv-
ing power of impulse frequency (F) for stimulus intensity. A single
receptor neuron is tested with different stimulus intensities; stimu-
lus–response function is approximated by parabolic regression
(solid line). A: band enclosing complete response distributions for
all stimulus intensities is used to draw the maximum number of
stimulus steps the impulse frequency can distinguish within the
stimulus range. The band permits 2 steps to be distinguished. x,
step width provides estimate of resolving power. B: band formed
by means and SDs of the responses from parabolic regression
contains 68% of the responses. Calculations indicate 3 stimulus
intensities differing by x can be distinguished with 90% proba-
bility by means of a single pair of responses from an average
receptor neuron. Density function plotted for the relative distribu-
tion of the ordinate values about the mean of zero. , SD of the
deviations of the ordinate values of each point from the parabolic
regression.
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normally distributed about a mean of zero and 2) the absolute
deviations (sign ignored) must not depend on the slope of the curves.
The absolute deviations of single points from their regressions did not
depend on the slopes of the regressions. However, their distribution
was not normal (2 test). Although bell-shaped, the flanks of the
distribution curve were too steep; the points tended to be located too
centrally. This type of distribution will, if anything, underestimate the
resolving power. The normal distribution model was accepted for the
lack of a better one.
Figure 2B illustrates the concept underlying resolving power (x).
The parabolic regression used to approximate the stimulus–response
function is calculated (solid line); then, its slope value (|b|) and the
deviations () of each individual point from the regression are deter-
mined. The relative deviation of the ordinate values of each point from
the regression is measured and the density function for the distribution
of the ordinate values around the mean response  its SD () is
plotted. Connecting the SDs above and below the means yields a band
that contains 68% of the points, a percentage verified by actual count.
In Fig. 2B, the band is shaded and indicates much less scatter than that
in Fig. 2A. It reflects the preponderance of small deviations (Fig. 2B),
which indicates an ability to distinguish small stimulus intensities
with high probability. The error introduced by too large a value of
variance (Fig. 2A) will result in a too conservative estimate of the
resolving power.
R E S U L T S
Response profiles
The close proximity of the ON and OFF ORNs in the same
sensillum allowed picking up the action potentials of both
simultaneously with the same extracellular electrode. Clear
differences in impulse amplitude permitted distinction of their
activity without ambiguity, as exemplified in Fig. 3, A–C, a
typical single-sensillum recording. The experiment involved
jumps and drops in the concentration of the lemon oil odor
(conc and conc, respectively) and three constant back-
ground concentrations (back-conc). A test sequence always
began with 0% back-conc, presented for 3 min. This was
followed by a jump to 50% back-conc, also held for 3 min, and
a second jump to 100% back-conc for 3 min. Then the
sequence was reversed and odor concentration dropped from
100% to 50% and finally to 0% back-conc, each maintained
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FIG. 3. A–F: simultaneously recorded responses of a pair of ON and OFF ORNs from a single sensillum to a standard sequence of 3 constant odor
concentrations (0, 50, and 100%), each maintained for 80 s. The change from one concentration level to the next was instantaneous. A: activity during the final
5 s of a 3-min presentation of clean air and after a jump to the 50% concentration level. Top: time course of the concentration of the lemon oil odor as monitored
by an electronic flow meter; middle: responses of the ON and OFF ORNs represented in raster plots; bottom: simultaneously recorded impulse discharges of the
ON and OFF ORNs. B: activity during the final 5 s of a 3-min presentation of a 50% constant odor concentration and after a drop to clean air. Top: time course
of the odor concentration; middle: responses of the ON and OFF ORNs represented in raster plots; bottom: impulse discharges of the ON and OFF ORNs.
C: template windows showing the template boundaries of the spike waveforms from the ON and OFF ORNs in the recordings in A and B. D: time course of
the odor concentration as monitored by an electronic flow meter. E and F: impulse rates (bin width, 1 s) of the ON and the OFF ORNs, respectively. Stars,
responses to 50% concentration jumps; triangle, responses to 50% concentration drops; F, impulse frequency; bin width, 1 s.
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again for 3 min. Figure 3D shows the order and time course of
stimulus presentation.
As illustrated in Fig. 3E, the ON ORN responded to each
50% jump (conc) with a rapid increase in discharge rate,
followed by a slow decline to a constant activity level. The
effect of the 50% conc was most obvious at the 0% rather
than the 50% back-conc (Fig. 3E, stars). Under the same
conditions the OFF ORN fell silent for a short period; then its
discharge resumed and gradually rose until a stable level was
reached and maintained (Fig. 3F). On reversing the direction of
concentration change, i.e., proceeding from the 100% to the
50% back-conc and then back to 0%, the OFF ORN produced
a rapid increase in the discharge rate, followed by a slow
decline to a constant value. The response to the 50% drop
(conc) was most pronounced at the 50% rather than the
100% back-conc (Fig. 3F, triangles). The ON ORN ceased
discharging, followed by a slow return to a stable state dis-
charge rate.
Responses of the ON ORN to concentration jumps
The ON and OFF ORNs examined as in Fig. 3 showed more
than just response antagonism. The activity of an ORN to the
same 50% jump in odor concentration (conc) differed when
initiated from different background values (back-conc). To
determine the effect of the back-conc on the ON-ORN’s
response to conc required several series of conc from
different back-conc values. Since the effects are comparable
only for equal values of conc at each back-conc, the
obvious procedure would be to record responses at constant
values of conc for every back-conc. However, the range of
conc that could be tested becomes progressively smaller
when the back-conc is rising. Thus spacing of conc from
the different back-conc was not constant but varied between 13
and 20%. This separation was large enough to reveal a ten-
dency in the course of conc, yet small enough to render
very low the probability of a significant bump or dip in the
general course of the functions.
Figure 4A shows the results of one such experiment. Five
responses to conc were investigated from each of three
back-conc values in the 0 to 40% range (that is at 0, 20, and
40% back-conc) and three responses from the 60% back-conc.
The first stimulus of a series was tested only after each
back-conc had been presented for 3 min. Then the ON ORN
was exposed to 3-s periods of higher concentrations with
intervals of 1 min at the back-conc. When such a series had
been completed, the ORN was exposed to a new back-conc and
the next series was begun. Impulse frequency (F) rose mono-
tonically with the size of conc, but more rapidly the lower
the back-conc. A linear regression approximates the relation-
ship of F to conc quite well, but parabolic regressions even
better. The slope of the parabolas flattens as conc becomes
larger. Furthermore, the effect of conc on F decreases with
increasing back-conc. As the equal-frequency line in Fig. 4A
illustrates, it takes a 40% conc to elicit 10 impulses/s at
40% back-conc, but only a 13% conc at 0% back-conc.
Since the slope along a parabola (and thus the differential
sensitivity) varies continuously over the range of conc, no
single slope value could be assigned to the entire segment of
the parabola approximating a characteristic curve. Rather,
slope values were provided by the first derivative of the
parabola at eachconc used as stimulus. Thus each response
has its own corresponding slope. For each slope, the mean
value at the five points along the parabolic regression was
computed and the mean SD determined. At back-conc levels
of 0, 20, and 40%, the values were 0.21  0.05, 0.18  0.19,
and 0.13  0.40 (impulses/s)/(%), respectively. The coeffi-
cients of determination (CDs) for the three curves were be-
tween 0.94 and 0.99.
The ON ORN illustrated in Fig. 4A is one of 13 examined
similarly. Together, they yielded 39 series, each with five
different conc (at back-conc levels of 0, 20, and 40%), and
13 series with three differentconc (at 60% back-conc). The
F values obtained for each combination of conc and back-
conc were pooled and the mean F and SD of the pooled
responses plotted as a function of both parameters (Fig. 4B).
Then, for each back-conc, the relationship between mean F
values and conc was approximated by a single parabolic
regression and the mean slope (Fig. 4B, solid line) and its SD
for the five points were determined (Table 1Aa). Connecting
the SDs above and below the means yields a band that contains
68% of the points in each series, a percentage verified by actual
count. Such a band suggests the degree of scatter of individual
F values about the mean response curve. At back-conc levels
of 0 and 40%, for example, the mean slope values of the five
points along the parabolas are 0.22  0.06 and 0.11  0.01
(impulses/s)/(%), respectively (Table 1Aa). The CD values
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FIG. 4. A and B: responses of ON ORNs
to concentration jumps (conc) from 4
different background concentrations (back-
conc). The slope of the parabolic regressions
approximating the course of each set of F
values indicates differential sensitivity for
conc at a given back-conc. A: response of
a single ON ORN plotted as a function of
conc; trace, equal frequency line at 10
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contains 68% of the 65 points. Equation
values are given in Table 1Aa.
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TABLE 1. Summary of data used to determine differential sensitivity and resolving power of the ON and OFF ORNs
Parameter
Type of Olfactory Receptor Neuron
ON ORN OFF ORN
A. Stimulus: change in odor concentration conc conc
ORNs tested extensively 25 25
ORNs used for parabolic regressions 13 13
Number of parabolic regressions with 5 points 39 39
Mean coefficient of determination, R2 0.92  0.11 0.98  0.03
Aa. Parabolic regression from pooled responses
Back-conc 0%
Number of parabolic regressions 1 1
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.22  0.06 0.47  0.17
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 4.45  3.18 6.56  5.83
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.50 0.43
Resolving power, % 56 35
Back-conc 20% 80
Number of parabolic regressions 1 1
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.15  0.05 0.37  0.09
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 3.02  2.63 6.35  6.03
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.41 0.47
Resolving power, % 48 44
Back-conc 40% 100%
Number of parabolic regressions 1 1
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.11  0.01 0.35  0.11
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 2.24  1.74 8.26  5.86
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.30 0.43
Resolving power, % 46 54
Ab. Single parabolic regressions
Back-conc 0% 60%
Number of parabolic regressions 13 13
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.17  0.12 0.14  0.33
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 1.25  1.11 2.44  5.36
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.97  0.02 0.98  0.03
Resolving power, % 28 40
Back-conc 20% 80%
Number of parabolic regressions 3 3
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.15  0.09 0.33  0.24
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 0.70  0.57 2.03  4.76
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.94  0.05 0.97  0.03
Resolving power, % 17 45
Back-conc 40% 100%
Number of parabolic regressions 13 13
Number of points per parabolic regression 5 5
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/(%) 0.11  0.10 0.32  0.17
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 0.68  0.64 1.91  3.29
Mean coefficient of determination, R2 0.85  0.16 0.96  0.05
Resolving power, % 24 34
B. Stimulus: steady background concentrations 0, 50, 100% 0, 50, 100%
ORNs tested extensively 24 24
ORNs used for parabolic regressions 8 8
Ba. Parabolic regression from pooled responses
Number of parabolic regressions 1 1
Number of points per parabolic regression 18 18
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/% 0.03  0.02 0.10  0.08
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 3.41  2.68 1.43  1.75
Coefficient of determination, R2 0.30 0.49
Resolving power, % 100 79
Bb. Single parabolic regressions
Number of parabolic regressions 8 8
Number of points per parabolic regression 18 18
Mean slope of parabolic regressions, (imp/s)/% 0.03  0.03 0.10  0.09
Mean deviations of responses, (imp/s) 0.69  0.65 0.68  0.81
Mean coefficient of determination, R2 0.63  0.16 0.94  0.05
Resolving power, % 66 21
Mean values include SDs. back-conc, background concentration; conc, concentration jumps; conc, concentration drops.
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for the two curves are low, 0.50 and 0.30, reflecting the great
scatter of individual responses about the average curves.
Resolving power of the ON ORN to concentration jumps
Performance in a sensory cell is mainly its ability to dis-
criminate. For discrimination, however, differential sensitivity
is not enough. This is because differential sensitivity supposes
a regression and the slope and height of a regression provide
scant clues on the expanse of the cloud of points surrounding
it. Here, attention is focused on a single pair of responses of a
single ON ORN. How many percent must two conc differ
for it to be able to identify the larger of them with a given high
degree of probability (e.g., 90%)? Resolving power addresses
this question.
Resolving power forconc was calculated separately at 0,
20, and 40% back-conc. For the procedure see METHODS. The
basic data are given in Table 1A. According to our analysis, we
hypothesize that at a back-conc of 0%, a pair of conc must
differ by 56% to achieve a 90% probability that a single ORN
of average differential sensitivity will correctly identify the
larger of them based on a single response to each. At a
back-conc of 40%, the required difference is 46%.
The degree of scatter suggested by the bands in Fig. 4B,
however, far exceeds that manifested by single curves, whose CD
values lie between 0.85 and 0.99. The bands describe the ranges
well enough in which 68% of the responses from the ON ORN
population were found. Nonetheless, because the ranges reflect
the variance in slope of the parabolic curves more than the scatter
of points about them, the procedure considers just the scatter. Both
scatter and slope are essential to determine resolving power.
Pooling their effects, as done in Fig. 4B, only compounds the
problem.
Eliminating the effect of slope variation on the estimate of
the resolving power would require determining the deviation of
the responses from their respective parabolic regressions. In
this case, slope could have no effect unless the amount of
deviation is itself slope dependent. We established that no
connection exists between slope and deviation. It follows that
the mean deviation of all points from their respective parabolic
regressions and the variance of the deviations from its own
corresponding slope would be characteristic not only of the
population of parabolic regressions as a group. They would
also be characteristic of an average parabola with an average
slope. This is because independence of slope means that the
scatter found at one slope could just as well be found at
another.
The advantage of treating the series of responses individu-
ally is evident in Table 1Ab. The mean deviation of the
responses from the parabolic regressions improved consider-
ably (at 0% back-conc from 4.45  3.18 to 1.25  1.11
impulses/s and at 40% back-conc from 2.24  1.74 to 0.68 
0.64 impulses/s). The hypothesized value of the resolving
power is now 28% at the 0% back-conc and 24% at the 40%
back-conc.
Responses of the OFF ORN to concentration drops
Figure 3F clearly shows that drops in odor concentration
(conc) influence impulse frequency (F) of the OFF ORN,
but quite differently, depending on the background concentra-
tion (back-conc). The effect of back-conc on the response
magnitude to conc was studied as follows. Thirteen ORNs
were first exposed for 3 min to one of four different back-
conc levels between 40 and 100% (i.e., at 40, 60, 80, and 100%
back-conc) and then tested with conc to various lower
concentrations, in a total of 52 series. The stimulus paradigm
was taken from the experiments on the ON ORN, but the data
obtained differ from those of the ON ORN inasmuch as F of
the OFF ORN rose as a progressive function rather than
monotonic function of the size of the concentration change.
The relationship is exemplified in Fig. 5A. The parabolic
regressions approximating these functions tend to be steeper at
lower back-conc, with the consequence that the rate with which
F rises per unit increase in conc is higher at lower back-
conc. The equal-frequency line in Fig. 5A indicates that it takes
a 64% conc to elicit 30 impulses/s at 100% back-conc, but
only a 26% conc at 40% back-conc. For each parabola, the
mean slope at the five points was computed and the mean 
SD determined. At back-conc levels of 60, 80, and 100%, for
example, the values were 0.56  0.23, 0.53  0.15, and
0.47  0.25 (impulses/s)/(%), respectively. (The negative
values reflect the downward direction of concentration change,
yielding a rise in impulse frequency, and specify the OFF
ORN.) For either curve, the CD is 0.99.
The OFF ORN illustrated in Fig. 5A is typical of the 13 OFF
ORNs examined in that the curves grow steeper with decreas-
ing back-conc. It is also typical that the highest F values were
obtained by presenting conc 40%; this was possible only
at back-conc beyond 60%. In Fig. 5B, the F values obtained for
each combination of conc and back-conc were pooled and
the mean F and SD of the pooled responses plotted as a
function of both parameters. Then, for each back-conc, the
relationship between mean F values and conc was approx-
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FIG. 5. A and B: responses of OFF ORNs to concentration
drops (conc) from 4 different background concentrations
(back-conc). The slope of the parabolic regressions approximat-
ing the course of each set of F values indicates differential
sensitivity for conc at a given back-conc. A: response of a
single OFF ORN plotted as a function of conc; trace, equal
frequency line at 30 impulses/s. B: mean and its SD from pooled
responses of 13 OFF ORNs plotted as a function of conc.
Connecting the SDs above and below the means yields a band
that contains 68% of the 65 points. Equation values are given in
Table 1Aa.
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imated by a single parabolic regression, and the mean slope
and its SD for the five points determined. The mean slope
values of the five points along the parabolic regression are
0.47  0.17 and 0.35  0.11 (impulses/s)/(%) at the 60
and 100% back-conc, respectively (Table 1Ab). The bands
connecting the SDs above and below the mean values reflect
variance in both slope and scatter of points. Because of the
combined effects of slope and scatter, the CD for the two
curves is low, only 0.43.
Resolving power of the OFF ORN to concentration drops
The consequence of the large variance of individual points
about the mean parabolic regressions (Fig. 5B) is evident when
attempting to determine the resolving power of the OFF ORN
for conc based on pooled responses. The values hypothe-
sized from our analysis are 35% at the 60% back-conc and 54%
at the 100% back-conc (Table 1Aa). These are the differences
that must separate two conc if the larger is to be identified
with 90% probability based on a single response of a single
OFF ORN of average sensitivity to each of the two stimuli.
The great scatter displayed by the bands in Fig. 5B, however,
far exceeds that found for single curves, whose CD values lie
between 0.80 and 0.99. The scatter was improved when single
ORNs were treated individually rather than by pooling data
from all ORNs (Table 1Ab). Then the deviation of the re-
sponses became considerably smaller (at 60% back-conc from
6.56  5.83 to 2.44  5.36 impulses/s and at 100% back-conc
from 8.26  5.86 to 2.03  4.76 impulses/s). The hypothe-
sized value of the resolving power is now 40% at the 60%
back-conc and 34% at the 100% back-conc.
Responses of the ON and OFF ORNs to background
odor concentrations
As previously shown in Fig. 3, A and B, the ON and OFF
ORNs continued to be active when a new concentration level
was maintained and becomes a back-conc. In the face of
constant back-conc, the discharge rates of both ORN types
differ from those observed during and just after concentration
changes. Moreover, the excitatory response of either ORN to a
given concentration change is affected by the level of the
back-conc. This situation raises the question as to whether the
height of the back-conc is already apparent in F, where odor
concentration is constant, i.e., before changing to a higher or
lower concentration.
Concentration was termed constant in this context when
measurable changes (1%) failed to develop in the course of
1 min. Sometimes very low amplitude, low-frequency fluctu-
ations involving 2% in 6 min (0.02%/s) did appear, however.
No systematic attempt was made to determine whether rates of
concentration change this low affect the ON and OFF ORN
discharge rates; if they do the effects were not obvious. Both
ORNs definitely react to rates of concentration change in the
order of 10%/s (Tichy et al. 2005), but this is 500 times faster
than 0.02%/s.
To examine the discharges under constant stimulus condi-
tions, eight sensilla were exposed to three series of back-conc,
each consisting of one upward and one downward sequence of
the three back-conc levels tested in Fig. 3C. Each back-conc
was maintained for 3 min before F of both types of ORNs was
determined, over the same period of 1 s. Without exception, all
ON and OFF ORNs fired continuously at every back-conc,
even at the 0% back-conc. In Fig. 6, A and B, the F values
obtained from the eight ON and OFF ORNs are plotted against
the back-conc and the relation for each ORN was approximated
by a parabolic regression. The curves indicate that an increase
in back-conc raises F of the ON ORN and lowers that of the OFF
ORN. Individual curves of the same type of ORN are parallel,
suggesting different sensitivities. To manifest the general tenden-
cies of F as a function of back-conc, the 144 responses of each
type were pooled and approximated by a single parabolic
regression (Fig. 6, A and B, dotted lines). The slope is steeper
for the OFF than that for the ON ORN; that is, a given change
in back-conc changes F of the OFF more than that of the ON
ORN. The mean value for the two slopes at the three back-conc
levels is 0.03  0.02 (impulses/s)/% for the ON and 0.10 
0.08 (impulses/s)/% for the OFF ORN (Table 1Ba). Although
the progression of F with respect to back-conc is very orderly,
the curves are flat and the CD poor: i.e., 0.30 for the ON and
0.49 for the OFF ORN. As such, the curves provide a rough
estimate for the slope values and show that the differential
sensitivity of the OFF ORN is greater, sign ignored, than that
of the ON ORN.
Resolving power for background odor concentrations
Because the relationship of F to back-conc in both types of
ORNs was so orderly, the possibility of determining their
resolving power appeared meaningful, despite the flat slope of
the curves. Resolving power here refers to the difference that
must separate two back-conc levels for one of them to be
correctly identified with a given high degree of probability
(e.g., 90%) as being greater than the other. The basis for the
identification is a single response to each stimulus from a
single ORN of average differential sensitivity. The demand
placed on it is that the higher F be associated with the larger
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FIG. 6. A and B: simultaneously recorded responses of 8 ON
and 8 OFF ORNs as a function of background concentrations
(back-conc). Thin lines show parabolic regressions used to
approximate the course of F values of individual ORNs and
dotted lines for the mean F values of all ORNs. Connecting the
SDs of the responses above and below the means yields a band
that contains 68% of the 144 points.
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stimulus (the higher back-conc for the ON ORN, the lower
back-conc for the OFF ORN). Resolving power was calculated
by the formula described in METHODS, with values for differen-
tial sensitivity and response reliability determined based on a
group estimate by a single parabolic regression through all 144
points of the eight ON or OFF ORNs. Connecting the SDs
above and below the means yields a band in which 68% of the
144 responses from the population of either type of ORN may
be found (see Fig. 6, A and B). The basic data are summarized
in Table 1Ba. The calculation gives a resolving power of
100% for the ON and 79% for the OFF ORNs. Using our
analysis, we hypothesize that the ON ORN is not able to
distinguish the level of different back-conc and the OFF ORN
can distinguish only two levels of back-conc, i.e., very high
from very low.
Nonetheless, because the bands in Fig. 6, A and B reflect the
variance in slope of individual ORNs more than the scatter of
points about them, the procedure is inadequate to the task of
representing just the scatter. The first step in eliminating the
effect of slope variation on the estimate of resolving power was
to determine the deviation of individual responses from their
individual parabolic regressions for each ORN. In a second
step, all deviations were treated as though they belonged to a
single ORN of average differential sensitivity (Table 1Bb). The
deviation of the responses became smaller: in the ON ORN, the
mean value was 0.69 instead of 3.41 impulses/s and in the OFF
ORN, 0.94 instead of 1.43 impulses/s. The hypothesized values
of the resolving power are now 66% for the ON and 21% for
the OFF ORN. Accordingly, the ON ORN can distinguish very
high back-conc from very low back-conc and the OFF ORN
five different levels of back-conc.
D I S C U S S I O N
In the present study we report the response characteristics
of the ON and OFF ORNs that occur together in a specific
type of olfactory sensillum on the cockroach antenna. In
both types of ORNs, the discharge rate is affected simultane-
ously by the extent of change in odor concentration and by the
back-conc level from which the change was initiated. Further-
more, under constant back-conc, the ON and OFF ORNs
exhibit a continuous discharge with a constant frequency that
depends on the back-conc level. The odor of lemon oil—
highly effective in exciting antennal ORNs and antennal lobe
neurons—was used for stimulation (Boeckh 1974; Sass 1978;
Selzer 1981, 1984; Zeiner and Tichy 2000).
Classification of the cockroach olfactory sensilla
Schaller (1978) defined and classified the antennal sensilla
of cockroaches based on physiologically relevant criteria such
as wall structures, presence and positions of pores, and the
number of receptor neurons. She identified terminal-pore, no-
pore, and wall-pore sensilla and distinguished three types of
single-walled sensilla (type A constitute about 8% of the
sensillum population, type B about 54%, and type C about 6%)
and two types of double-walled sensilla (types A and B repre-
sent about 8% of the sensillum population).
These types of wall-pore sensilla were then matched with
physiological observations by testing a large number of odors
such as pheromones, fruits, meat, bread, and cheese and also
chemically pure substances that are emitted by these odor
sources (i.e., pentanol, hexanol, octanol, alcohol-terpene, and
butric acid; Boeckh and Ernst 1987; Sass 1972, 1976, 1978;
Schaller 1978). In contrast to many insect species, where the
ORNs for pheromones and food odors are located in different
morphological types of sensilla, in the cockroach they both
occur in the single-walled type B sensilla. Furthermore, the
nonpheromonal ORNs respond to broadly overlapping spectra
of natural odors and synthetic compounds. When classified
according to the most potent stimulatory compound (Boeckh
and Ernst 1987; Sass 1972, 1976, 1978), the best stimulus in
one type appeared as the second-best or third-best stimulus in
another type. This variation in the best stimulus from type to
type indicates that the respective choice of concentration could
yield a different classification. Because of the poor selectivity
of the response spectra, Sass (1978) classified the ORNs by
considering three modes of response (no response, weak, or
strong excitatory response) to a selected group of natural food
odors (banana, apple, lemon, orange, bread, meat, and cheese).
Lemon produced strong excitatory responses in two classes of
ORNs and somewhat weaker responses in nine additional
classes. The first two lemon classes, however, match with the
octanol-best and alcohol-terpene-best types (Sass 1976, 1978).
Both functional types have been assigned as single-walled type
B sensilla, which represent about 54% of the sensillum popu-
lation. Since the pheromone ORNs were also found in this
sensillum type, it may be that less than half of them (27%)
respond to lemon odor. This is equivalent to four times the
numbers of the single-walled type C sensilla (6%), which
house the ON and OFF ORNs.
The designation ON and OFF ORNs refers to their opposite
responses to changes in the concentration of the lemon odor.
Although not quantified, the same opposite responses were
obtained to odors of lemon, orange, apple, and banana. The
odors emitted from baked bread had a weak effect, whereas
meat and cheese elicited no response (Hinterwirth et al. 2004;
Tichy et al. 2005).
Occurrence of ON and OFF ORNs in single sensilla
The ON and OFF responses have been recognized because
both an increase and a decrease in the odor concentration
produce striking discharge rates. By testing different levels of
back-conc, the optimal initial stimulus condition for eliciting
excitation in the OFF ORNs was found (Hinterwirth et al.
2004). A major advantage was that the activity of the ON and
OFF ORNs can be recorded simultaneously with the same
electrode. This removed any doubt that the two types of ORNs
provide a means for transmitting information about both con-
centration increments and concentration decrements with ex-
citation.
Since concentration increments and decrements do not occur
physically at the same time in the same place, the polarity of
the responses of the ORNs to changes in odor concentration
strikingly resembles complementary pairs of electronic ampli-
fiers. By using a “push–pull” arrangement, each amplifies the
opposite halves of the input signal, which gives excellent
efficiency. The effective transfer for either sign of concentra-
tion change by a dual system of ON and OFF ORNs will profit
from a single receptive field by combining them in the same
sensilla.
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Phasic and tonic components in the ON and OFF responses
The ON and OFF ORNs display large phasic responses to
the transient aspect of the odor stimuli. By adapting partially to
the maintained aspect of the odor stimulus, the ORNs dis-
charge continuously until the end of stimulation. Adaptation
not only accentuates the response to concentration increments
and decrements, but also indicates the presence of a back-conc
level on which new changes are superimposed. In this way
incomplete adaptation allows signaling concentration changes
against the back-conc and provides information about the
duration of the steadily acting odor concentration. This also has
profound implications on the detection of temporally structured
odor signals. Odor patterns have similarities and differences,
such as equal durations but different intervals or equal intervals
but different durations. Moreover, many ON and OFF dura-
tions last hundreds of milliseconds and it is unclear how the
nervous system could measure such long times in the different
patterns. One may suggest that earlier and later durations are
stored and compared, but how the insect nervous system could
perform this task is unknown. Another possibility is a neuronal
network, in which each pattern evokes activity in a unique set
of neurons, whose activity does not change if the pattern is not
changing; again, this model lacks experimental evidence. A
direct transduction of the ON and OFF durations into the
duration of the ORN’s discharge evoked by them enables
detection of temporal odor patterns without explicit knowledge
of time. This is realized by the ON and OFF ORNs, which not
only signal the arrival and termination of the odor stimulus but
also its duration and spacing by specialized ORNs.
ON and OFF responses to changes in odor concentration
As might be expected, the greater the concentration change,
the greater the magnitude of the response, depending of course
on the direction of change and type of ORN. In the ON ORN,
the parabolic regressions approximating this function tend to
be steeper where the jumps are smaller and to flatten as they
become greater. Conversely, in the OFF ORN, the parabolic
regressions are flatter where the drops are smaller and steeper
as they become greater. Thus the ON ORN is more sensitive to
smaller jumps than to larger ones and the OFF ORN is more
sensitive to larger than to smaller drops. Importantly, the
functions are not the same at all back-conc levels. In both types
of ORNs, the response to the same concentration change varies
with the back-conc. When superimposed on rising levels of
back-conc, the ON-ORN’s response to concentration jumps
and the OFF-ORN’s response to concentration drops are de-
creased. Thus the responses of the ON and the OFF ORNs are
desensitized at higher concentration levels (Dolzer et al. 2003;
Li 1990).
Although the back-conc has opposite effects on the response
magnitude of the ON and OFF ORNs, it affects their differen-
tial sensitivities for concentration changes in a similar manner.
An increase in back-conc depresses the differential sensitivities
of both types of ORNs. Thus to elicit a given response
magnitude in both types of ORNs the extent of the concentra-
tion change must increase with increasing back-conc. How-
ever, the reliability in signaling concentration changes is af-
fected differentially in the ON and OFF ORNs. Although in the
ON ORN the scatter of individual responses about the para-
bolic function tends to become smaller with increasing back-
conc, in the OFF ORN it tends to become larger. Using a
theoretical model of resolving power, we obtained that the
ability of the ON ORN to distinguish concentration changes
improves with increasing back-conc level from 56 to 46%, but
deteriorates in the OFF ORN from 35 to 54%.
Stimulus information on which the cockroach’s discrimina-
tion is based depends on centrally integrating that information
conveyed by single ORNs. The most straightforward interpre-
tation of our data is that the stimulus information conveyed by
numerous ORNs engaged by the stimulus is combined cen-
trally by a simple additive or averaging process and that each
ORN’s response is given equal weighting in the integrative
process. Our analysis indicates that this simple integrative
process retains stimulus information to account for a rough
resolution of incremental changes in odor concentration,
even when superimposed on increasing levels of back-conc.
If these conditions do not pertain, the central process of
combining the responses of individual ORNs must be selec-
tive so that those ORNs that signal the greatest stimulus
information contribute maximally to the discriminative pro-
cess and, less responsive, contribute less to the process. The
present analysis demonstrates that the ORNs differ in their
susceptibility to concentration changes but that the different
slopes were not simply due to response variability. That is, the
functions obtained from a given back-conc level did not dis-
play any one of a large number of different slopes. Variability
occurred across the different ORNs. Consequently, the distri-
bution of slopes from a given back-conc level was not due to
an individual ORN’s variability with respect to a given con-
centration series but to the fact that individual ORNs differed
in their responsiveness to concentration changes. However,
when treating the series of responses of the different ORNs
individually and pooling the data to provide a group estimate
for all ON and OFF ORNs, the effect of the back-conc level on
the differential sensitivities disappeared but the resolving
power for concentration changes improved. Our analysis indi-
cates that, despite the variability among the ON and OFF
ORNs, the animals optimally discriminate concentration
changes if the central integration of the responses is selective.
Note that the two processes that the cockroach’s brain might
use to combine the sensory inputs of simultaneously respond-
ing ORNs—the equal weighting and the optimal weighting of
the responses of individual ORNs—are each logically simple
and estimated based on the actual recorded action potentials.
Since the response to the same change in odor concentration
varies with the concentration level from which the change is
initiated, each response is ambiguous, not with regard to the
direction of the concentration change but with regard to its
extent. Each response can be elicited by various combinations
of concentration change and back-conc. The individual ORN
therefore has limited ability to distinguish the two components
of the odor stimulus. Nevertheless, several ORNs with differ-
ent response characteristics taken individually and compared
do seem to enable quantitatively separating both components.
By simultaneously using the output of different ON ORNs, the
number of possible combinations satisfying the same response
should be reduced (if the irregularities of the curves are not
significant). Taking the OFF ORNs additionally into account
should further reduce errors from response variation.
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ON and OFF responses to the background concentration
The tonic responses of the ORNs display a slight depen-
dence on the back-conc. Based on a theoretical model of
resolving power, the ability to distinguish back-conc is better
in the OFF than that in the ON ORN due to the greater
differential sensitivity and reliability of the former. Although
the OFF ORN can discriminate five concentration levels within
the whole range, the ON ORN can distinguish only high from
low concentrations. It is tempting to speculate on the conse-
quences of the cockroach’s resolving power for constant odor
concentrations. Does it reflect conditions regularly encountered
by the insect?
Comparison
The cockroach’s ON ORN is not the only chemoreceptor in
which the response to concentration jumps decreases with
increasing back-conc. The ammonia receptor cells of the walk-
ing legs of the lobster Homarus americanus (Borroni and
Atema 1988) display progressively weaker responses to
changes in ammonia concentration the higher the background
ammonia concentration level. As in the cockroach’s ON ORN,
each unit increase in the back-conc level tends to decrease the
discharge to all ammonia concentrations by an approximately
constant amount. The result is a parallel shift of the stimulus–
response function to the right along the abscissa. This indicates
that, on average, for a given increase in back-conc the decrease
in responsiveness to a series of ammonia concentrations is
constant. Each response can be elicited by a variety of combi-
nations of back-conc levels and changes in ammonia concen-
trations. Quite similar to the cockroach’s ON ORN, the am-
monia cells function as detectors for relative rather than abso-
lute concentration changes.
With respect to the cockroach’s OFF ORN, excitatory re-
sponses to decreasing odor concentration are unique to date.
Other terrestrial arthropods remain to be examined in this
regard. In the antennal lobe of the locust, however, Mazor and
Laurent (2005) observed a specific type of projection neuron
(PN) that produces excitatory OFF responses. This OFF PN
fell silent when the antennae are exposed to cis-3-hexen-1-ol.
The offset of odor presentation elicits a sharp rise in the
discharge; this is followed by a gradual decline to a constant
level (PN4 in Fig. 1B; Mazor and Laurent 2005). The origin of
these OFF responses remains to be determined, i.e., whether
they are generated by olfactory processing in the antennal lobe
or go back to a yet undescribed peripheral OFF ORN on the
locust antennae.
Functional asymmetries
Under constant odor concentrations, the OFF ORN is better
able to resolve small differences than the ON ORN. This
reflects the greater differential sensitivity and reliability of the
former. In its response to concentration changes, the OFF ORN
has a lower differential sensitivity and reliability than the ON
ORN. Thus the ON ORN can discriminate concentration jumps
better than the OFF ORN can distinguish concentration drops.
During concentration changes, the higher impulse frequency of
the OFF ORN is less accurate than the lower impulse fre-
quency of the ON ORN. The two ORNs are thus not a
symmetrically responding set of receptor neurons, revealing a
fundamental nonlinearity in odor detection.
This asymmetry may compensate for a diminishing differ-
ential sensitivity for concentration changes with rising back-conc
levels. As shown here, the impulse frequency of both ORN types
is simultaneously affected by two independent parameters: the
extent of concentration change and the back-conc level. Jumps in
concentration elicit strong responses in the ON ORNs, but the
response to a given jump tends to be lower the higher the
back-conc level (Fig. 7A). Similarly, the response of the OFF
ORN is high when the drop is large, but the response to a given
drop tends to be lower the higher the back-conc level (Fig. 7B). At
the same time the OFF ORN has a larger frequency range, i.e., it
responds with higher frequency values to a drop than the ON
ORN to an equivalent jump.
A progressively compressed scaling as described by the
decreasing slope of the stimulus–response functions with in-
creasing back-conc level has certain advantages: it optimizes
sensitivity for the low concentration range without sacrificing
the range of operation and without unduly extending the
measuring scale. A high back-conc level, however, may con-
vey a vital message. It signals proximity to the odor source.
Nonetheless, when the back-conc level is rising, concentration
jumps become less effective in eliciting excitation in the ON
ORN. At the same time, when the cockroach turns to an area
where the concentration is lower than the background, the OFF
ORN will discharge with high rates, which are even higher
than those of the ON ORN to concentration jumps at the same
background concentration (Fig. 7C). When searching for the
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FIG. 7. A–C: mock ON and OFF ORNs tested
with changes in odor concentration from different
background concentrations. A: response of the ON
ORN increases with increasing concentration jump,
but the same jump elicits lower responses the higher
the background concentration. B: response of the
OFF ORN increases with increasing concentration
drop, but the same jump elicits lower responses the
higher the background concentration. C: combined
responses of the ON and OFF ORN during an
alternating series of jumps and drops in concentra-
tion, illustrating the asymmetric responses to con-
centration changes in both directions from given
background levels.
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odor source, the cockroach should balance between the dis-
charge rates of the ON and OFF ORNs. Clearly, high discharge
rates of the ON ORN signal the direction toward the odor
source. Low discharge rates will also do so, provided that a
change in the course elicits a high discharge rate in the OFF
ORN. Strong responses of the OFF ORN will serve as an early
message that the concentration is falling: turn back!
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Adaptation as a mechanism for gain control in cockroach
ON and OFF olfactory receptor neurons
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Abstract
In many sensory systems adaptation acts as a gain control mechanism that optimizes sensory performance by trading increased
sensitivity to low stimulus intensity for decreased sensitivity to high stimulus intensity. Adaptation of insect antennal olfactory receptor
neurons (ORNs) has been studied for strong odour concentrations, either pulsed or constant. Here, we report that during slowly
oscillating changes in the concentration of the odour of lemon oil, the ON and OFF ORNs on the antenna of the cockroach
Periplaneta americana adapt to the actual odour concentration and the rate at which concentration changes. When odour
concentration oscillates rapidly with brief periods, adaptation improves gain for instantaneous odour concentration and reduces gain
for the rate of concentration change. Conversely, when odour concentration oscillates slowly with long periods, adaptation increases
gain for the rate of change at the expense of instantaneous concentration. Without this gain control the ON and OFF ORNs would, at
brief oscillation periods, soon reach their saturation level and become insensitive to further concentration increments and
decrements. At long oscillation periods, on the other hand, the cue would simply be that the discharge begins to change. Because of
the high gain for the rate of change, the cockroach will receive creeping changes in odour concentration, even if they persist in one
direction. Gain control permits a high degree of precision at small rates when it counts most, without sacrificing the range of detection
and without extending the measuring scale.
Introduction
Sensory systems continually adjust their sensitivity, or adapt, to
efficiently encode the immediate stimulus conditions. Adaptation acts
as a gain control mechanism that is characterized by a trade-off
between sensitivity and temporal dynamics. Gain control, however, is
not equivalent to the enhancement or suppression of the neuronal
response by pure excitation and inhibition. Increased excitation shifts
the discharge-rate curve to the left and increased inhibition shifts it to
the right. Gain control is a change in the slope of the input–output
function which is distinct from additive or subtractive shifts (Torre
et al., 1995; Chance et al., 2002; Pestilli et al., 2007; Wark et al.,
2007; Tichy et al., 2008).
Here, we focus on insect olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), which
are highly sensitive detectors for volatile molecules from food,
reproductive partners and oviposition sites. When searching for an
odour source, ORNs not only detect the presence or absence of the
odorant but also recognize the time course of the odour signal (Moore
& Atema, 1991; Moore & Shao, 2000; Finelli, 2000; Vickers, 2000;
Mead et al., 2003). In natural environments, where large-scale flow
structures may interact with small-scale turbulences, odour fluctua-
tions vary over timescales ranging from fractions of a second to
minutes (Atema, 1995; Weissburg, 2000; Webster & Weissburg,
2001). One might expect that the dynamics of adaptation in ORNs
occur on a similar range of timescales, depending on how rapidly
evidence accumulates for a change. Previous studies have investigated
adaptation to rapid, pulse-like changes in odour concentration (Baker
& Haynes, 1989; Rumbo & Kaissling, 1989; Figueredo & Baker,
1992; Lemon & Getz, 1997; Dolzer et al., 2003). Nothing is known,
however, about adaptation to slow and continuous fluctuations in
odour concentrations.
In the cockroach, variation in fruit odour concentration has its effect
via parallel ON and OFF ORNs, which provide excitatory responses
for both concentration increments and decrements (Hinterwirth et al.,
2004; Tichy et al., 2005; Burgstaller & Tichy, 2011). The ON and
OFF ORNs not only optimize information about stimulus onset and
termination, but also reinforce contrast information. Both types of
ORNs display high sensitivity to the rate at which fruit odour
concentrations change. Moreover, when the concentrations change
slowly up and down at varying rates and amplitudes, the ON and OFF
ORN discharge rates are governed not only by the instantaneous odour
concentration but also by the rate at which the concentration is
changing (Tichy et al., 2005). Here, we consider the impact of
fluctuating changes in the concentration of the odour of lemon oil. We
show that the rate of concentration change acts as a gain control signal
for the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs that optimizes fidelity for both
stimulus components. Our results show that in both types of ORNs a
high gain for instantaneous concentration is linked to a low gain for
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the rate of change, and conversely, a high gain for the rate of change is
linked to a low gain for instantaneous concentration.
Materials and methods
Preparation and recording
Adult male cockroaches (Periplaneta americana) were anaesthetized
with CO2 and placed on their dorsal surface in a closely fitted holder.
The body of each insect was immobilized by strapping it to the holder
with Parafilm. For unobstructed stimulation with an air stream of
changing odour concentration, each antenna was attached with
adhesive tape and dental cement (Harvard Cement, Harvard Dental
Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany) on the edge of a narrow ledge that
extended from the holder. The cockroach was then placed in the
experimental set-up, so that the odour delivery nozzle was about
10 mm from the recording site on the antenna.
Electrodes were electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires. The
reference electrode was inserted lengthwise into the tip of the antenna,
and the recording electrode was inserted at the base of the sensillum.
Action potentials were amplified and filtered (0.1–3 kHz), passed
through a 1401plus A-D converter (Cambridge Electronic Design,
Cambridge, UK) and fed into a PC. The data acquisition software
Spike 2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) was used for offline analyses
of the recorded signal of the ON and OFF ORNs. Spike waveform
parameters were extracted and sampled to form spike templates.
Detected spikes were subjected to the template-matching system to
create or modify the templates. Impulse frequency (imp ⁄ s) was
calculated from running averages of three consecutive 0.2-s periods
(Tichy et al., 2005).
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses and plots were made using SigmaPlot 10.0
software (Systat, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Least-squares multiple
regression analyses were used to assess the relationship between
impulse frequency, instantaneous odour concentration and the rate of
concentration change (F = y0 + a dC ⁄ dt + bC; where F is impulse
frequency, y0 is the height of the regression plane, b is the
instantaneous odour concentration and a is the rate of concentration
change). The R2 coefficient of determination, which indicates how
well the regression line approximates the real data points was
interpreted as the proportion of response variation explained by the
regression plane. The paired Student’s t-test was used to compare
mean gain values for adjacent oscillation periods.
The phase or time differences of the oscillating impulse frequency
of ORNs relative to the oscillations in instantaneous odour concen-
tration and the rate of concentration change were estimated for six ON
and six OFF ORNs. Estimation was performed by fitting sine wave
curves [f=y0 + a*sin(2*p*x ⁄ b+c)] to the time course of the data
points. The difference between the time values of the frequency
maxima and minima of the instantaneous concentration and its rate of
change for the same oscillation periods were then calculated.
Odour stimulus
Fruit odours are known to be highly effective stimuli for antennal
olfactory receptor cells and antennal lobe neurons (Boeckh, 1974;
Sass, 1978; Selzer, 1981, 1984). They contain a number of odour
compounds belonging to different chemical classes (Gu¨nther, 1968;
Shaw, 1979). As there can be great differences in the quality of odour
compounds in natural fruits depending upon the region of origin,
maturity and storage, synthetic lemon oil (relative density = 0.85, Art.
5213.1; Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG; Karlsruhe, Germany) was used as
a standardized fruit odour stimulus.
Dilution flow olfactometer
Odour stimulation was provided by using a dilution flow olfactometer
(Burgstaller & Tichy, 2011). Compressed air was cleaned and divided
into two streams. Their flow rates were equalized by matching the
rates in mass flow meters. The first air stream was bubbled out through
hundreds of small holes in polyethylene tubing anchored at the bottom
of a 25-L tank containing 100 mL of liquid odour of lemon oil. The
second air stream was passed through an empty control tank of the
same design and remained clean. After emerging from the tank, each
air stream was passed through an electrical proportional valve
(Kolvenbach KG, KWS 3/4; SI special instruments GmbH, No¨rdlin-
gen, Germany) and an air flow sensor (AWM, Mass Airflow Sensors;
Honeywell, Illinois, USA). The two streams were then united. By
shifting the phase of the control voltages (D-A converter, 1401plus;
Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) of the proportional
valves by 180, the total flow rate of the combined air stream was held
constant at 1.5 m ⁄ s as the underlying odour ⁄ clean-air ratio varied. For
stimulation, the mixed air stream was directed towards the antenna by
way of a glass tube 7 mm in diameter. The air around the antenna was
continually removed by a suction tube adjusted to a suction speed of
2 m ⁄ s. Stimulus concentration was calculated via the flow rate ratio of
odour-saturated air to clean air and indicated throughout by the
percentage of saturated air in the stimulus air stream leading to the
preparation. ‘0% saturated air’ means clean air only, indicating that
the air stream directed onto the preparation does not contain the odour
stimulus, and ‘100% saturated air’ means pure odorized air, indicating
that the stimulus air is not mixed with clean air.
Occurrence and sensillum structure
The whip-like antenna of P. americana consists of 120–180 ring-
shaped segments which are covered on all sides by slanting bristles.
They protect the multitude of olfactory sensilla beneath them from
contact with any surface the antennae may encounter. The ON and the
OFF ORNs occur together in the single-walled type C sensilla (swC;
Schaller, 1978; Altner et al., 1983; Hinterwirth et al., 2004; Tichy
et al., 2005). These sensilla resemble short, slightly curved hairs that
taper to a sharp tip. About 15 type swC sensilla are located on the
distal and proximal margins of each antennal segment. However, the
swC sensilla are not the only sensilla that contain receptor neurons
responsive to citrus fruit odour. Two physiological classes of single-
walled type B sensilla produce strong excitatory responses to lemon
odour, in addition to a group of different natural food odours (banana,
apple, orange, bread, meat and cheese).
Results
Identification of ON and OFF ORNs
The ON and OFF ORNs discharged at a quite steady rate as long as
the concentration of the odour of lemon oil did not change. Even in
still air, an electrode inserted into the base of the sensillum (Fig. 1A)
just deeply enough to establish contact revealed a continuous
discharge of both types of ORNs (Fig. 1B and C). The OFF ORN
typically displayed larger impulse amplitudes than the ON ORN and
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fired at higher rates when lemon odour was absent. Final identification
of the ON and OFF ORNs was provided by their opposite response to
slowly oscillating changes in odour concentration. The single-
sensillum recording in Fig. 2 clearly shows that an increase in odour
concentration raised impulse frequency in the ON ORN and lowered it
in the OFF ORN. Correspondingly, contrary effects were produced by
decreasing odour concentration. During brief 6-s oscillation periods,
however, activity was not present through the whole cycle and the
intervals of inactivity were more pronounced in the OFF than in the
ON ORN (Fig. 2A). During long 60-s oscillation periods, by contrast,
activity occurred during the whole cycle (Fig. 2B). In the ON ORN,
there was always one clear frequency maximum per concentration
maximum, and in the OFF ORN, one clear frequency maximum per
concentration minimum.
Oscillations in odour concentration
The following description is based on the responses of 16 pairs of ON
and OFF ORNs; each pair was exposed to ten series of oscillating
changes in odour concentrations with periods increasing from 3 to
360 s. Together they yielded 160 series. To save time, testing of long
oscillation periods was limited to 1–2 repetitions. Brief oscillation
periods, however, were repeated at least ten times. The oscillations
covered a concentration range of roughly 90% between 5 and 95%.
The range of rates of concentration change was ±105% ⁄ s during the
3-s period and decreased continuously to ±2% ⁄ s during the 360-s
period. Figure 3 shows the results of such an experiment. The upper
panels (Fig. 3A–C) represent the time course of concentration
oscillations with periods of 6, 60 and 240 s, and the middle panels
(Fig. 3D–F) the corresponding oscillations in impulse frequency of the
ON and OFF ORNs. In the ON ORN, the higher values of impulse
frequency were clearly associated with the higher odour concentra-
tions, and in the OFF ORN with lower concentration values. With
increasing oscillation period, however, the discharge rates of both
ORN types decreased continuously, although all oscillation periods
span the whole concentration range. Furthermore, a phase shift
occurred between the oscillating impulse frequency and the oscillating
odour concentration. Whereas during brief oscillation periods (3–18 s)
the frequency oscillations of both ORNs were in phase with the
concentration oscillations (Fig. 3D), during periods exceeding 30 s the
frequency oscillations led the concentration oscillations (Fig. 3E and
F). In the ON ORN, the extent of phase lead increased with the
duration of the oscillation period (Fig. 4A; upper graph), but in the
OFF ORN, there was only a slight phase lead which was constant over
the range of oscillations (Fig. 4B; upper graph). The reason for the
different effects of the increasing oscillation period on the phase leads
of the ON and OFF ORNs was variation in the shape of the time
courses of the OFF-ORN’s impulse frequency. Compared with a
perfect sine curve, the frequency curves of OFF ORNs increased
slightly more slowly during the early phase of the concentration
decrease but more rapidly during the late phase of the concentration
decrease. Thus, the frequency peaks of the OFF ORN determined from
fitted sine curves tended to yield somewhat smaller phase differences
to the concentration minima (Fig. 4B). In terms of the percentage
A B C
Fig. 1. Olfactory sensillum housing the ON and OFF olfactory receptor neurons. (A) Schematic diagram of a longitudinal section of the sensillum (redrawn from
Schaller, 1978; Tichy et al., 2005). Structural features include cuticular process, numerous wall pores, cell bodies of the ORNs and unbranched dendrites projecting
into the lumen of the cuticular process. RE, recording electrode; ORNs, olfactory receptor neurons. (B) Action potentials recorded in still air by inserting an electrode
into the sensillum base. The ON and OFF ORNs discharged continuously although the odour stimulus was absent. Symbols below designate impulses of the two
ORNs. (C) Template windows displaying the template boundaries of the spike waveforms from the ON and OFF ORNs. Spike identification and sorting were
performed offline using the software Spike 2.
A B
Fig. 2. Antagonistic responses of the ON and OFF ORNs to oscillating changes in the concentration of the odour of lemon oil; oscillation periods are 6 s in A and
60 s in B: a, time course of odour concentration; b, simultaneously recorded impulses of an ON and OFF ORN. The OFF ORN displays larger impulse amplitudes
than the ON ORN. c and d, responses of the ON and OFF ORN represented in raster plots. The ON-ORN’s discharge rate rises with increasing odour concentration;
the OFF-ORN’s discharge rate rises with decreasing odour concentration. Spike identification and sorting were performed offline using the software Spike 2.
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duration of the oscillation periods, lead times were constant over the
range of periods. In the ON ORN, the mean values accounted for 3%
of the period durations, and in the OFF ORN for about 6%.
Because during periods longer than 30 s the impulse frequency of
the ON and OFF ORNs is ahead of instantaneous concentration and
behind its rate of change, single values of frequency occur at two
different concentration values but the same concentration value can be
accompanied successively by two different frequency values. There-
fore, the frequency oscillations cannot be explained exclusively by
oscillations in odour concentration. A second stimulus component that
is also in advance of the oscillating concentration must influence ORN
responses. As the first derivative of concentration, the rate of
concentration change was the obvious candidate (Fig. 3G–I). How-
ever, the frequency oscillations and the oscillations in the rate of
concentration change are not in phase either. As indicated in Fig. 4,
during brief periods the frequency oscillations of both ORN types
A B C
D
G H I
E F
Fig. 3. Antagonistic responses of an ON and OFF ORN to oscillating changes in odour concentration. (A–C) Time course of odour concentration for three different
oscillation periods. (D–F) Time course of impulse frequency of simultaneously recorded impulses of one ON and one OFF ORN. (G–I) Time course of the rate of
concentration change for the three different oscillation periods. Different time scales were used to demonstrate whole oscillation periods. Dotted vertical lines
indicate the phase shift between time courses of odour concentration, impulse frequency and rate of concentration change. Plots were made using the software
SigmaPlot 10.0.
A B
Fig. 4. Effect of the duration of the oscillation period on the phase shift between oscillations in the impulse frequency of the ON and OFF ORNs, oscillations in
instantaneous odour concentration and oscillations in the rate of concentration change. Impulse frequency of both types of ORNs leads concentration (upper graphs) and
lags behind the rate of concentration change (lower graphs). Plots were made using the software SigmaPlot 10.0.Mean values and standard errors of the time intervals
separating the frequency oscillations from the oscillations in instantaneous concentration and its rate of change were obtained from six ON and six OFF ORNs.
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appear to be in phase with the oscillations in the rate of change, but
during periods longer than 30 s the frequency oscillations lagged
behind the oscillations in the rate of change. The extent of lag
increased with the duration of the period. Nonetheless, the percentage
of lag time on the duration of the oscillation period was always 20%
for both types of ORNs.
Simultaneous effect of odour concentration and its rate of
change
As the frequency oscillations are intermediate between those of the
oscillating concentration and its rate of change, both components of
the odour stimulus govern the ORN’s responses. To estimate the
double dependence on the instantaneous concentration and its rate of
change, ORN impulse frequency was plotted as a function of both
parameters. Figure 5 shows that the frequency curves approached
closed figures. They correspond to Lissajous figures in which two
oscillating magnitudes are plotted, one as a function of the other. The
figures corroborate the preceding conclusion, namely that where a
single value of instantaneous concentration accompanies two different
values in the rate of change, two different values of impulse frequency
occur in both the ON and the OFF ORN.
Multiple regressions [F = y0 + a dC ⁄ dt + bC; where F is the
impulse frequency and y0 the height of the regression plane] were
calculated to determine the simultaneous effect of instantaneous
concentration (b-slope) and the rate of change (a-slope) on the impulse
frequency for different oscillation periods. The slopes demonstrate the
two properties that characterize the ON and OFF ORNs: (i) the sign of
the slopes is positive for the ON ORN and negative for the OFF ORN
– that is, an increase in both instantaneous concentration and its rate of
change raises the impulse frequency of the ON ORN and lowers that
of the OFF ORN; and (ii) the slopes are steeper for the OFF than for
the ON ORN – that is, changes in instantaneous concentration or in the
rate of concentration change have stronger effects on the frequency of
the OFF than on the ON ORN with due consideration of the sign.
In all 16 ON ORNs and 16 OFF ORNs thus examined, the
correlation coefficients (r > 0.92) of the multiple regressions
(n = 140) show a strong linear relationship between impulse
frequency, instantaneous concentration and the rate of concentration
change. The square of the correlation value (R2) indicates that at least
84% of the variation in impulse frequency can be explained by the
double regressions. Because the fit is good, a change in the slopes
of the regression planes emphasizes the gain for instantaneous
concentration and its rate of change in the stimulus range. In the
examples shown in Fig. 5, the gain for instantaneous concentration of
the ON ORN was 0.1 imp ⁄ s per % for an oscillation period of 6 s
(Fig. 5A) and 0.07 imp ⁄ s per % for a period of 240 s (Fig. 5C); the
gain for the rate of concentration change was 0.02 imp ⁄ s per % ⁄ s for
an oscillation period of 6 s (Fig. 5A) and 0.73 imp ⁄ s per % ⁄ s for a
period of 240 s (Fig. 5C). In the OFF ORN, the gain for instantaneous
concentration was )0.36 imp ⁄ s per % for an oscillation period of 6 s
(Fig. 5D) and )0.14 imp ⁄ s per % for a period of 240 s (Fig. 5F); the
A B C
D E F
Fig. 5. Impulse frequencies of a single ON and a single OFF ORN during three different oscillation periods of odour concentration plotted as a function of
instantaneous odour concentration and its rate of change.Multiple regressions which utilize three-dimensional planes [F = y0 + a(dC ⁄ dt) + bC; where F is the impulse
frequency and y0 is the height of the regression plane] were calculated to determine the gain of the responses for instantaneous odour concentration (b-slope) and the rate
of concentration change (a-slope). Impulse frequency (F) of both ORNs increases linearly with instantaneous odour concentration (C) and its rate of change (dC ⁄ dt),
with due consideration of sign. Plots were made using the software SigmaPlot 10.0. R2, coefficient of determination; the number of points per plot, n, was 20.
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gain for the rate of concentration change was )0.02 imp ⁄ s per % ⁄ s
for an oscillation period of 6 s (Fig. 5D) and )2.07 imp ⁄ s per % ⁄ s for
a period of 240 s (Fig. 5F). Note that the three-dimensional plots of
the ON and OFF ORNs are shown with inversed scales to directly
compare the inclination of the regression planes.
The double dependence of the ON and OFF ORN on the
instantaneous concentration and its rate of change enables quantitative
comparison. Although the two parameters cannot be set in direct
relationship to each other, their effects on impulse frequency can be
related to each other by determining the increase of each parameter
that results in the same increase in impulse frequency. These values
can be obtained from the slopes of the regression planes. Actual
measurements show that an increase of 1 imp ⁄ s in the ON ORN can
be elicited during an oscillation period of 6 s either by a 10% increase
in instantaneous concentration (provided the rate of change is
constant) or by a rate of change of 50% ⁄ s. During an oscillation
period of 240 s, it takes an increase of 14.28% in instantaneous
concentration to increase impulse frequency by 1 imp ⁄ s, or a rate of
change of 1.37% ⁄ s. In the OFF ORN, an increase of 1 imp ⁄ s can be
elicited during an oscillation period of 6 s either by a 2.77% decrease
in instantaneous concentration (at a constant rate of change) or by a
rate of change of )50% ⁄ s. During an oscillation period of 240 s, it
takes a decrease of 7.14% in instantaneous concentration to increase
impulse frequency by 1 imp ⁄ s, or a rate of change of )0.48% ⁄ s.
In Fig. 6, the gain values of all 16 ON and OFF ORNs were pooled
and plotted against the oscillation period. The sequence of the mean
values indicates that in both ORN types the gain for the instantaneous
concentration decreases, sign ignored, when the oscillation period
increases from 6 and 60 s. By further increasing the oscillation period,
the gain values arrive at a constant level that is maintained up to the
360-s period (Fig. 6A and C). By contrast, the gain of both ORNs for
the rate of change rises with increasing oscillation period, with due
consideration of the sign (Fig. 6B and D). In the ON ORN, the rise in
gain occurs slowly close to the 120-s period and is then maintained at
a constant level. In the OFF ORN, gain rises continuously over the
whole range of oscillation periods.
The conclusion from Fig. 6 is that in both ORNs the gain for the
instantaneous concentration tends to be higher during brief oscillation
periods and lower during long oscillation periods. This change in gain
for the instantaneous concentration is opposed by the change in gain
for the rate of concentration change. In both ORNs, sign ignored, the
gain for the rate of change tends to be lower during brief oscillation
periods and higher during long oscillation periods. Thus, during long
oscillation periods, the ON and OFF ORNs increase the gain for low
rates of concentration change at the expense of the gain for the
instantaneous concentration. Neither ORN responds simply to fluctu-
ations in odour concentration, but balances – from instant to instant –
the response magnitude according to the rate at which concentration
changes.
Discussion
The ON and the OFF ORNs on the cockroach’s antenna modify the
gain of their responses to changes in external stimulus conditions. The
A B
Fig. 6. Change in gain of the ON and OFF ORNs during changes in the duration of the oscillation period. Mean values and standard error of the means obtained
from 16 ON and 16 OFF ORNs are indicated. The set of numbers, n, used to determine gain is 16 for oscillation periods in the range between 3 and 120 s, n = 14 for
the 180-s period, n = 12 for the 240-s period, n = 10 for the 300-s period and n = 8 for the 360-s period. Differences in gain values between adjacent oscillation
periods were assessed by paired Student’s t-test, *P < 0.05. Where n < 14, significance was not tested. Plots were made using the software SigmaPlot 10.0.
A B
Fig. 7. Mean gain for instantaneous odour concentration as a function of mean gain for the rate of concentration change of the 16 ON and 16 OFF ORNs obtained
during ten oscillation periods in the range between 3 and 360 s. The quadratic functions indicate that in both types of ORNs a decrease in gain for instantaneous
concentration is linked to an increase in gain for the rate of concentration change. The negative values for gain reflect the downward direction of the concentration
change, yielding an increase in impulse frequency of the OFF ORN. The number of points per plot, n, was ten; R2 coefficient of determination. Plots were made using
the software SigmaPlot 10.0.
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main feature of this gain control is a trade-off between sensitivity to
instantaneous odour concentration and temporal dynamics to the
change of odour concentration. This statement is based on the direct
observation that the slopes of the stimulus–response functions are not
static, but depend significantly on the rate at which odour concentra-
tion is changing. (i) When odour concentration is made to change
smoothly over periods of 6–360 s, the discharge rate of the ON ORNs
can be observed to rise with increasing rate of change for all values of
the concentration range, and conversely, the discharge rate of the OFF
ORN rises with decreasing rate of change for all concentration values.
Although the range of rates of change varied from the 3-s to the 360-s
period between ±105 and ±2% ⁄ s, no exception to this rule was
encountered. These findings fit well with the responses of the ON and
OFF ORNs during much higher rates of concentration change. Peak
frequencies over 30 imp ⁄ s accompany rapid concentration jumps in
ON ORNs and sharp concentration drops in OFF ORNs (Burgstaller &
Tichy, 2011; figs 4 and 5). (ii) Impulse frequency of the ON ORNs
rises with increasing concentration for all values of rate of change
covered; conversely, impulse frequency of the OFF ORN rises with
decreasing concentration for the range of rates of change. This
tendency was previously observed in the ON and OFF ORNs, but only
at zero rates, i.e. at constant concentrations (Burgstaller & Tichy,
2011, fig. 6). It thus clear that this trend is manifested for other values
of rates of change; this conclusion is based on the reactions during
jumps and drops in odour concentration from different concentration
levels.
Simultaneous effect of odour concentration and its rate of
change
Thus, during slow and continuous concentration changes the response
of both the ON and the OFF ORNs depend simultaneously on two
parameters. Impulse frequency of the ON ORN is higher where odour
concentration is higher and becomes higher still the more rapidly the
concentration rises through the higher values. Conversely, impulse
frequency of the OFF ORN is higher where odour concentration is
lower and becomes higher still the faster the concentration falls
through these same lower values. To separate the simultaneous effect
of the two parameters on the response of both types of ORNs, we
characterized and estimated the relationships between the impulse
frequency and instantaneous concentration and its rate of change by
means of three-dimensional plots and multiple regressions. The slopes
of the regression planes indicate gain of the responses of the ORNs
and the change in the slopes indicate the adaptive adjustment of the
input–output functions, such that the performance for the instanta-
neous concentration and its rate of change are optimized depending on
the oscillation period of the ongoing odour stimulus. Both types of
ORNs increase their gain for instantaneous concentration when odour
concentration oscillates rapidly with brief periods, but decrease
simultaneously their gain for the rate of concentration change.
Conversely, when odour concentration oscillates slowly with long
periods, both ORN types increase their gain for the rate of change but
decrease their gain for the instantaneous concentration. The balance
between the gain for instantaneous concentration and the gain for the
rate of change is shown in Fig. 7.
Contribution of the ON and OFF ORNs to orientation
As published data on the olfactory neuroethology of cockroaches are
scarce, we do not know which characteristics of the odour signal are
important during orientation to a food odour source. Furthermore, no
quantitative data are available on the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of odours emitted by ripe citrus fruits. They probably release
volatile compounds continuously with constant concentration. In
Fig. 8. During oscillating changes in the concentration of the odour of lemon oil the ON and OFF ORNs match the gain for instantaneous concentration and the
gain for the rate of concentration change to the ongoing fluctuations in odour concentration. When the cockroach is running within a constant-amplitude
concentration wave and the oscillation periods are brief, both types of ORNs improve the gain for instantaneous concentration and reduce the gain for the rate of
concentration change. Within long oscillation periods the ORNs improve the gain for the rate of change and reduce the gain for the instantaneous concentration. Gain
control occurs at time scales ranging from seconds to minutes.
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houses or store-rooms, without shifts of wind direction, the
distribution of fruit odours may be quite homogeneous close to
the source and less intermittent than in a natural environment. A
cockroach running along the floor within an odour plume originating
from a fruit will be confronted with different concentration profiles
from, for example, a male moth flying in a plume of female-emitted
pheromone.
The present study suggests how changes in gain of the ON and OFF
ORNs help a cockroach orientate towards a fruit odour source. Key
information derived from an odour signal is its presence or absence.
The rate with which odour concentration increases and decreases (i.e.
the temporal profile) provides additional information to successfully
navigate within an odour plume. As the cockroach enters the plume,
the ORNs experience constantly changing concentration. When the
periods of the changing odour concentration are long, a high gain for
the rate of increasing and decreasing odour concentrations will
improve the ability to detect the fluctuating signal (Fig. 8). The
cockroach will receive the information on the concentration level at
which the change occurs and can seek an area of higher concentration
to approach the odour source. Near the source, the fluctuation periods
will be brief. If the gain for the rate of change is high, then impulse
frequency will vary continually, and the faster the concentration
changes, the faster the impulse frequency will change. An ORN
provides an advantage only if it contains a limit in the gain for the rate
of change. Without such a limit the ORN will always indicate
concentration change because impulse frequency is never steady. If
the cockroach moves away from the odour plume, the impulse
frequency of the ON and OFF ORNs will become steady at some low
rate of concentration change, whether up or down. In this situation the
fluctuation periods are long (Fig. 8). The cue will simply be that the
impulse frequency begins to change. A high gain for the rate of change
will improve the ability to signal low rates of concentration increase
and decrease. Because of the high gain for the rate of change, the
cockroach will receive creeping changes in odour concentration, even
if they persist in one direction. Gain control permits a high degree of
precision at small rates when it counts most, without sacrificing the
range of detection and without extending the measuring scale.
In summary, insect peripheral olfactory processing is considerably
more adaptive than previously acknowledged – it adjusts not only to
changes in odour concentration but also to changes in the rate of
concentration change. The signals controlling gain must be derived
directly from the stimulus input or from a signal of the ORN itself.
This inherently limits the accuracy with which gain can be controlled.
Nevertheless, any neural circuit in the brain would probably benefit
from an adaptive control that increases sensitivity to some aspects of
the odour stimulus and simultaneously decreases sensitivity to others.
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 7. Future directions 
 
One major advantage of the cockroach’s olfactory system is that it utilizes two separate ORNs 
for detecting fruit odors. Each of these ORNs generates excitatory signals that indicate either an 
increment or a decrement in odor concentration. In other words, if the cockroach ventured from 
under cover into moving air with a moderate background concentration, it utilizes the ON ORNs 
to smell a higher odor concentration and it utilizes the OFF ORNs, in order to smell a lower odor 
concentration. For some years, this was hypothetical because there was no real way of providing 
that cellular properties could have such an impact on olfaction. Furthermore, dynamic flow 
olfactometers that permit the experimenter to vary the odorant concentration smoothly and 
continuously at various rates while simultaneously holding constant the other critical variables of 
volume flow rate, background odor concentration, odorant purity, temperature and humidity 
were only gradually developed. With such an innovative olfactometer I evaluated the response 
characteristics of the ON and OFF ORNs not only in relation to their sensory input but also in 
terms of the range of outputs that they are capable of generating.  
 
Antagonistic ON and OFF ORNs that occur together in single antennal sensilla are not unique - 
we described them also for the moth Agrotis ipsilon (Zopf et al. 2011). Moreover, under constant 
background concentrations, the ON and OFF ORNs in the cockroach and the moth produce a 
continuous discharge with a constant frequency, and when odor concentration is modulated at 
varying rates their discharge rates are governed simultaneously by the instantaneous 
concentration and its rate of change. Other arthropods remain to be examined in this regard. 
Since these investigations lead to clear suggestions concerning the role of the ON and OFF 
ORNs in detecting the direction and rate of concentration change, more searching investigations 
can be initiated. It would be interesting to find out whether slow and continuous changes in the 
discharge rate from just sensitive to very intense are common responses of ORNs to slow and 
continuous changes in odor concentration. In such ORNs, the continuous discharge is the “null” 
condition and any change in the discharge rate - whether positive or negative - can signify a 
change in odor concentration. With the slowly modulated discharge there is, along with its 
relations to slow changes in odor concentration, the question introduced what influence it has on 
the firing rate of higher neurons in the antennal lobe. And how does the slowly modulated 
discharge rate of the ON and OFF ORNs relate to the responses of antennal lobe neurons?  
 45
 Fig. 3. ON and OFF projection neurons in the antennal lobe of the locust. While the PNs 1-3 are of 
the ON type, the PN4 produces an OFF response to cis-3-hexen-1-ol (red box; from Mazor and 
Laurent, 2005; Fig. 1) 
 
In the antennal lobe of the locust, however, Mazor and Laurent (2005) observed a projection 
neuron (PN) that produces excitatory OFF responses. This OFF PN fell silent when exposing the 
antennae for 1s or 10s to cis-3-hexen-1-ol, but the rapid offset of odor presentation elicits a sharp 
rise in the discharge which is followed by a gradual decline to a constant level (PN4 in Fig. 3; 
Fig. 1 in Mazor and Laurent 2005). The origin of these OFF responses remains to be determined, 
i.e. whether they are generated by olfactory processing in the antennal lobe or go back to a yet 
undescribed peripheral OFF ORN on the locust antennae.  
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Fig. 4. ON and OFF PNs in the antennal lobe of the silkmoth. The 
presence of cis-3-hexen-1-ol is signalled by an increase in the rate of 
discharge of the PNs 1-3 and 5-9, its absence by an increase in the 
discharge rate of the PNs 4 and 10 (red boxes; from Namiki and 
Kanazaki, 2008; Fig. 2) 
 
As in the locust, in the silkmoth antennal lobe OFF PNs were found that are excited at the offset 
of brief pulses of cis-3-hexen-1-ol (Fig 4. PN 4 and 10, Fig. 2 in Namiki and Kanazaki, 2008). 
Probably, these OFF PNs are driven by antennal OFF ORNs  
 
Recently, Nagel and Wilson (2011) provided evidence that the pb2B sensillum on the maxillary 
palp of Drosophila contains an OFF ORN that displays excitatory responses at the offset of a 
1.7-s pulse-like presentation of 1-octen-3-ol (Fig. 5). The antagonistic partner, the ON ORN, has 
not been described as yet. It may be that it escapes sampling with the electrophysiological 
technique used so that the activity of only one or the other can be picked up with the recording 
electrode. It may also be that the ON and OFF ORNs are not located in the same sensillum. The 
advantage of the effective transfer for either sign of concentration change by a dual system of 
ON and OFF ORNs will profit from a single receptive field by combining them in the same 
sensilla. The small fly palp could allow locating the ON and OFF ORNs in different but nearby 
sensilla. It could also be that there is some variation between the spectra of odor substances to 
which the ON and OFF ORNs respond and to which they failed to respond. However, variation 
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 in the spectra must not be a disadvantage. In an evolving fly population, the variation among the 
ORN’s tuning curves may be the diversity that is at the disposal of natural selection. As 
variability among ORNs can affect the coding capacity of neural ensembles, it may be a 
disadvantage to the information provided by the antagonistic responses of the pair of ON and 
OFF ORNs. If the non-overlapping parts of the spectra are not involved in competing for 
survival there is no disadvantage for this variability. Probably, the ON partner of the OFF ORN 
in the pb2B sensillum of Drosophila can be observed by testing a complex natural odor rather 
than 1-octen-3-ol.  
 
 
Fig. 5. ON and OFF ORNs in the maxillary palp of Drosophila. The presence 
of odor pulses is signalled by an increase in the rate of discharge of ORNs, the 
absence of 1–octen-3-ol by an increase in the discharge rate of the pb2B ORN 
(red box; from Nagel and Wilson, 2011; Fig. 1) 
 
One advantage of single substance studies on ORNs is the possibility of monitoring odor 
concentration via a photoionization detector (PID), which appears to be state of art in current 
olfactometry. The PID can be used to measure the relative concentration of a known single 
substance or the concentration of a tracer gas mixed with the substance. Thus, the PID provides a 
straightforward mean to determining characteristics of the olfactometer. Unfortunately, I was not 
in the position to evaluate the olfactometer’s performance by means of a PID. Instead, I took the 
volume flow rates of both the odor-saturated and the clean air stream to evaluate (i) the time 
required for the olfactometer to make a transition from one concentration level to another; (ii) the 
ability to repeatedly generate different concentration levels; (iii) the moment-to-moment stability 
of the generated concentration; and (iv) the arrival of the odorant at the preparation. I used the 
volume flow rate ratio of odor-saturated to clean air as reference for the percent odor 
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 concentration of the stimulus air stream. The chief concern here was not to compare the 
efficiency of different odorants at specific concentrations but to compare the responses of the 
ON and OFF ORNs to a particular odorant at the same concentration level or during the same 
concentration change. This, however, renders a quantitative comparison with data obtained by 
other olfactometers difficult. But the PID has it own limits. It samples only a small part of the 
stimulus air stream and the voltage signals from the PID show likewise relative concentration. If 
the flow rate is known, it is possible to calculate the expected concentration, in units of molarity 
in part per million (ppm; vol/vol), of a given stimulus odorant, provided the saturation 
temperature is known, the vapor pressure of the odorant at that temperature and the proportion of 
the total volume flow rate of the stimulating air stream that is mixed with the odor-saturated air 
stream. For the matter of that complexity, Nagel and Wilson (2011) characterized the time 
course of stimulus concentration by plotting either the voltage output of the PID or “odor” 
against time without calibrating the ordinate or even giving the particular dimension of the odor 
concentration. Thus, the authors have not taken full advantage of the quantitative nature of the 
PID. Furthermore, the time course of the PID signal clearly indicates that the rate of 
concentration change is a significant component of the odor stimulus affecting the discharge not 
only of ORNs in the pb2B sensillum but in other sensilla as well. However, the rate of 
concentration change has not been considered in this study, giving the impression that it is not 
the key parameter in shaping the dynamic response of ORNs. When reflecting the possibility the 
PID opens and the manner of how it was used by Nagel and Wilson (2011, Fig. 5) it appears that 
my approach of determining odor concentration by means of the percent of the volume flow rate 
of odor saturated-air and clean air is not inferior. However, it seems advisable to establish real-
time measurements of odor concentration with the PID in our laboratory in order to determine 
how the rise time (onset slope) and the fall time (offset slope) of odor concentrations varies with 
odor concentration when the flow rate of the stimulus air stream is changed so that the 
contribution of the flow rate to olfaction can be determined. It should be emphasized that the PID 
is a prerequisite for obtaining data that can be meaningfully compared among laboratories. 
However, even when the PID is used, there is a distressed lack of agreement among different 
laboratories in the way the actual odor concentrations is inferred from the voltage output.  
 
A striking property of the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs is their ability to adjust sensitivity 
depending on the ongoing rate of concentration change, a process known as gain control. 
Generally, gain control reduces response sensitivity as the stimuli become stronger and increases 
it as they become weaker. Gain control, however, is not equivalent to the enhancement or 
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 suppression of the neuronal response by pure excitation and inhibition. Increased excitation 
shifts the discharge-rate curve to the left and increased inhibition shifts it to the right. Gain 
control, on the other hand, is a change in the slope of the input-output function which is distinct 
from additive or subtractive shifts (Torre et al. 1995; Chance et al. 2002; Pestilli et al. 2007; 
Wark et al. 2007). Here, I report that during slowly oscillating changes in the concentration of 
the odor of lemon oil, the cockroach’s ON and OFF ORNs adapt to changes in both the actual 
concentration and the rate at which concentration changes. When odor concentration oscillates 
rapidly with brief periods, adaptation improves the gain for instantaneous concentration and 
reduces the gain for the rate of concentration change. Conversely, when odor concentration 
oscillates slowly with long periods, adaptation increases the gain for the rate of change at the 
expense of instantaneous concentration. The data demonstrate that the ORNs antagonistically 
optimize the performance for both stimulus components: a high gain for instantaneous 
concentration is linked with a low gain for the rate of change, and a high gain for the rate of 
change is linked with a low gain for instantaneous concentration.  
 
Our knowledge about gain control in ORNs is poor. When insects are searching for an odor 
source, a key task for the ORNs is to detect the presence or absence of the odorant. A second 
task is determining the rate and amplitude of concentration increase, described as the onset slope 
of the odor profile (Moore and Atema 1991, Moore and Shao 2000; Finelli 2000; Vickers 2000; 
Mead et al 2003). In the natural environment, where large-scale flow structures may interact with 
small-scale turbulences, odor fluctuations may vary over time scales ranging from fractions of a 
second to minutes (Atema 1995; Weissburg 2000; Webster and Weissburg 2001). Nevertheless, 
the olfactory system must maintain sensitivity to small concentration differences in their inputs 
despite the large dynamic range of these inputs; this combined requirement far outstrips the 
capacity of the ORNs for transmitting information. A strategy for overcoming this limitation 
would be an adaptation mechanism that adjusts the gain of the early olfactory system, making it 
suited to cope with the modulating levels of odor concentration in the environment. Thus, it is 
important for our understanding of peripheral olfactory processing to study the ORN’s capability 
of gain control in flying and walking arthropods which face very different problems in 
orientation to an odor source. Olfaction did not arise and evolve to just “smell” objects, but 
rather to act on and interact with the habitat. 
 
Still, separate ON and OFF channels do not help with performing the olfactory equivalent of 
temporal contrast enhancement and with promoting the detection of fluctuating changes in odor 
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concentration because each channel signals exactly what it perceives without caring about what 
is going on in its neighborhood. How are the signals the ON and OFF channels combined at the 
level of the antennal lobe to provide increased temporal contrast sensitivity? Addressing this 
question will require using techniques that examine sensory integration, including single unit and 
multiunit recordings.  
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9. Summary 
 
In the cockroach peripheral system, the segregation of fruit odor information into parallel ON 
and OFF responses is a key process in promoting the detection of slight changes in odor 
concentration by providing excitatory signals for both increments and decrements. Since both 
types of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) are responding oppositely to the same change in 
odor concentration, they are able to enhance the temporal profile of an odor signal in order to 
maximize the steady flow of food odor information to the brain. To understand the functional 
role of parallel olfactory processing by means of the ON and OFF ORNs, a detailed knowledge 
of their response characteristics is required.  
 
In the first paper I demonstrate that odor concentration held at a constant level has a twofold 
effect on the discharge rates of the ON and OFF ORNs. (1) While odor concentration is constant, 
both types of ORNs maintain a continuous discharge with a constant frequency that depends on 
the concentration level. (2) When both cell types are presented with changes in odor 
concentration, the discharge rate is affected simultaneously by the magnitude of the change and 
by the level from which the change was initiated. The ON ORN’s discharge rate is high when the 
concentration jump is large, but for a given jump, frequency tends to be higher still when the 
initial concentration is also low. The frequency of the OFF ORN is high at large concentration 
drops, but higher still when the initial concentration is also low. Thus, the effect of changing 
odor concentrations on the responses of both the ON and OFF ORN is reinforced by falling 
initial odor concentrations.  
 
In the second paper I report that during slowly oscillating changes in the concentration of the 
odor of lemon oil the ON and OFF ORNs adapt to changes in the actual concentration and the 
rate at which concentration changes. When odor concentration oscillates rapidly with brief 
periods, adaptation improves the gain for instantaneous concentration and reduces the gain for 
the rate of concentration change. Conversely, when odor concentration oscillates slowly with 
long periods, adaptation increases the gain for the rate of change at the expense of instantaneous 
concentration. The signals controlling gain must be derived directly from the stimulus input or 
from a signal of the ORN itself. This may limit the accuracy with which gain can be controlled, 
but it permits the ORNs to operate over a wide range of stimulus conditions and to maintain 
sensitivity as the olfactory input changes. 
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10. Zusammenfassung  
 
Informationen über Futterdüfte werden bei der Schabe Periplaneta americana über parallel 
tätige Rezeptorneurone aufgenommen und dem Gehirn übermittelt. Dieses parallele System 
besteht aus antagonistisch reagierenden ON und OFF Riechsinneszellen, die sich in 
morphologisch erkennbaren Sensillen auf den Antennen befinden. Die ON Riechsinneszellen 
signalisieren eine Zunahme der Duftkonzentration mit Anstieg ihrer Aktivität, die OFF 
Riechsinneszellen dagegen eine Abnahme der Duftkonzentration mit Anstieg ihrer Aktivität. 
Auch bei langsamen, kontinuierlichen Änderungen der Duftkonzentration ist immer eine der 
beiden Riechsinneszellen erregt. Auf diese Weise können Fluktuationen in der Duftkonzentration 
mit hoher Präzision erkannt werden.  
 
In meiner ersten Arbeit habe ich die Genauigkeit untersucht, mit der die Reaktionen der ON 
und OFF Riechsinneszellen schnelle Änderungen der Duftkonzentration nach Adaptation auf 
verschiedene konstante Duftkonzentrationen anzeigen. Zwei Eigenschaften kennzeichnen diese 
Riechsinneszellen. (1) Bei konstanter Duftkonzentration feuern die ON und OFF 
Riechsinneszellen mit einer kontinuierlichen Entladungsrate, die von der Höhe der 
Duftkonzentration abhängt. (2) Bei sprungartiger Änderung der Duftkonzentration variiert die 
Höhe der Impulsfrequenz der beiden Riechsinneszellen sowohl mit der Amplitude der 
Duftkonzentration als auch mit der Höhe der Duftkonzentration, von der die sprungartige 
Änderung erfolgte. Die Entladungsrate der ON Riechsinneszelle ist umso höher, je höher die 
Amplitude des Konzentrationsanstiegs. Sie ist aber noch höher, wenn der Konzentrationsanstieg 
von einem niedrigen Konzentrationsniveau erfolgt. Die Entladungsrate der OFF Riechsinneszelle 
ist umso höher, je höher die Amplitude der Konzentrationsabnahme. Sie ist noch höher, wenn die 
Konzentrationsabnahme von einem niedrigen Konzentrationsniveau erfolgt. Ein niedriges 
Konzentrationsniveau verstärkt sowohl bei der ON als auch bei OFF Riechsinneszelle die 
Reaktionen auf Änderungen der Duftkonzentration. 
 
In meiner zweiter Arbeit habe ich die Fähigkeit der ON und OFF Riechsinneszellen 
untersucht, ihre Empfindlichkeit auf die Änderungsrate der Duftkonzentration anzupassen. Bei 
oszillierender Duftkonzentration mit kurzer Dauer verstärken beide Riechsinneszellen ihre 
Empfindlichkeit für die momentane Duftkonzentration und verringern ihre Empfindlichkeit für 
die Änderungsrate der Duftkonzentration. Bei länger dauernden Oszillationen, verstärken beide 
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Riechsinneszellen ihre Empfindlichkeit für die Änderungsrate und verringern ihre 
Empfindlichkeit für die momentane Duftkonzentration. Im olfaktorischen System erfolgt die 
Adaptation auf die Änderungsrate der Duftkonzentration an der Peripherie. Sie wird somit vom 
Duftreiz selbst oder von einem Signal der Riechsinneszelle gesteuert.  
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